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This thesis presents an analysis of a pollution episode in an urban atmosphere,
using a complex model system. The model system simulates the atmospheric con-
ditions during a measurement campaign, called FLUMOB, in July 1994 in the area
of Berlin-Brandenburg during a distinct summer smog situation.
The model system consists of a non-hydrostatic atmosphere-chemistry model
that is nested into a coarser regional atmosphere-chemistry model which, in turn, is
embedded in an even coarser framework. Thus, a chain of mesoscale atmosphere-
chemistry models is applied to the regions of Europe, Germany and Berlin-
Brandenburg, respectively. The simulation at the highest resolution is used to anal-
yse the polluted urban atmosphere in Berlin-Brandenburg while the observational
data sets are used for model evaluation.
The analysis of the field measurements made during the FLUMOB campaign
shows that naturally emitted hydrocarbons play the dominant role in the ozone for-
mation in Berlin-Brandenburg. The composition of non-methane volatile organic
compounds in the investigated area is dominated (70-80Vo) by biogenically emitted
hydrocarbons. During the analysed case, ozone formation was sensitive to hydro-
carbon concentrations so that the ozone production was limited by the availability
of hydrocarbons and thus especially by the amount which were biogenically emit-
ted. Furthermore it is shown that the FLUMOB episode was influenced by elevated
concentrations ofozone in the free troposphere. In contrast to previous analysis the
importance of ozone produced outside Europe is stressed. In spite of the stagnant
high pressure situation which occurred during the FLUMOB episode, Germany was
significantly influenced by long-range transport of ozone. This transport also influ-
enced the near surface ozone concentrations.
The model evaluation suggests the high quality of simulated urban ozone and ni-
trogen species and hence of the anthropogenic emission inventory. The total amount
of ozone is, however, underpredicted by the model for two reasons: Underprediction
of biogenic hydrocarbon emissions and uncertainties of the chemical information at
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The Earth's atmosphere is a complex physical and chemical system interacting with the oceans,
the continents, the biosphere and living organisms. It is also increasingly affected by human
activity. To understand the atmosphere, all these subsystems have to be investigated and impacts
and feedbacks have to be taken into account. Changes of one parameter of a subsystem can
potentially influence and change the whole Earth system. One key parameter through which all
these subsystems are coupled is the atmospheric composition. The major chemical components
of the Earth's atmosphere are nitrogen (78Vo), oxygen (ZIVo), water and the noble gas argon.
The remaining gaseous constituents, the trace species, comprise less than I%o of theatmosphere.
These trace species are those which are directly responsible for significant changes in the Earth
atmosphere. These chemical trace substances are released at the earth's surface as a result of
natural and anthropogenical activities. Furthermore they undergo transformation and removal
processes which in turn depend on the physical and biological state of the system. The chemical
composition has evolved in response to changes in natural biogeochemical cycles. The compo-
sition of the atmosphere is known to have continuously evolved since the formation of the Earth
some 4'6 billion years ago. Changes, however, have accelerated during the last century as the
result of human activities. Humans effects have, for example, altered the atmospheric concentra-
tion of relatively long-lived trace gases such as methane, nitrous oxide and some halogen species.
These changes are believed to have influenced directly or indirectly the physical state of the at-
mosphere through chemical and radiative processes. Greenhouse gases, which absorb infrared
radiation impact climate by altering the radiative balance of the atmosphere. Human activities
also lead to enhanced release ofnitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and a variety ofhydrocarbons
from fossil fuel and biomass burning. These gases effect the oxidizing or self-cleaning capacity
of the atmosphere, i.e. the ability of the atmosphere to oxidize chemical species into partly water
soluble compounds that can be more rapidly removed from the atmosphere. The formation rate
of tropospheric ozone, a gas with severe consequences on biological productivity and human
health has been enhanced by these changes in the atmospheric composition.
The changing atmosphere rises air quality as one of the prominent environmental issues of the
last and the current century. It is increasingly recognized,thatchanges in the emissions of chem-
icals associated with evolving land-use (including agricultural practices, biomass burning) and
industrial development (including urbanization and transportation) are becoming major causes
of global changes in the Earth system. The industrial development leads to urban smog: The
first recognized type of air pollution was that charactenzed, by high concentrations of sulfur
compounds and particles, resulting from the combustion of coal and high-sulfur containing fu-
els. Cities with this type of air pollution are often located in cold climates where electric power
generation and domestic heating are major sources of emissions. It occurs typically during the
winter season when a high pressure situation suppresses the exchange of polluted air masses
through a strong surface inversion layer. A second type of urban air pollution is attributed
to trafftc emissions. This problem was flrst recognized in Los Angeles around 1945 and now
occurs worldwide in any metropolitan area. This type of air pollution has received the name
of photochemical smog. Photochemical smog develops under summer conditions, during high
temperatures, strong solar radiation and stagnant weather episodes. The main primary pollu-
tants are rapidly converted into secondary pollutants, including ozone, organic nitrates and other
oxidized hydrocarbons. These secondary pollutants are responsible for adverse effects such as
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health and plant damages. Ozone is naturally present in the clean lower troposphere at mixing
ratios ranging from 10 to 30 ppb,. During photochemical smog events these values reach much
higher concentrations. For example, ozone mixing ratios exceeding 400 ppb, have been occa-
sionally observed in Los Angeles.
The increased concentrations of tropospheric ozone and of other oxidants rises the problem of
emission control strategies. The German government has defined the following ozone limiting
values:
Table 1.1: Ozone values
It is important to analyse natural and anthropogenic air pollutant precursors to create effective
emission control strategies. In case of the winter smog phenomena, regulations concerning
sulfur emission reduction due to emission filtering have been successful. In case of the photo-
chemical smog, peak ozone concentrations seem to have decreased during the last years but the
background ozone level has increased. A annual increase of I-2Vo in Europe has been observed
in the past 30 years (Seinfeld and Pandis,1998). Filtering methods, for example installation of
catalysts in vehicles, are counterbalanced by increasing emissions due to industrialization and
mobility. The observed increasing amounts of background ozone demonstrate that air pollution
is not limited to the regional scale. From the global point of view it is important to analyse the
impact of regional ozone formation on the global tropospheric ozone budget and thus on changes
on the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere.
1.1 Air Pollution Chemistry
Today in many major urban areas around the
world, air pollution is characterizedby the for-
mation of ozone. In these regions the high con-
centrations of ozone arise from high emissions
of NO* (mainly NO) and hundreds of reactive
hydrocarbons (including alkanes, alkenes and
aromatics). The hydrocarbons are emitted as a
result of a range of human activities including
combustion, fuel evaporation, solvent use, and
chemical manufacturing. They are also released
by vegetation.
The time depending relationship between pre-
cursors and oxidation products in a urban atmo-
sphere during a summer smog situation is illus-
Figure 1.1: Diurnal variation of NO, NO2, 03
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trated in Fig, 1.1: In the early morning, high NO2 concentrations occur which have accumu-
lated during the night in the absence of photochemical transformation. The concentration of
NO increases due to traffic emissions and reaches a maximum during the morning rush hour.
The concentrations of hydrocarbon species also increase during the morning hours (e.g. ethane
(CzHo)). Due to the fast conversion of NO to NO2, and the conversion of NO2 and the hydro-
carbons to oxidant species, the precursor species, here NO* and C2H6, decrease during the day.
Oxidant (e.g. ozone) levels which are relatively low in the early morning increase significantly
about noon due to photochemical transformation when the NO conversion is low and the con-
centrations of hydrocarbons starts to decrease. Ozone concentrations can also increase during
the day due to transport processes, e.g vertical mixing. In the late afternoon hours ozone starts
to decrease due to NO titration, deposition and mixing processes.
A simplifred view of the complex radical cycle is presented in Fig. 1.2. Thereaction sequence is
initialized by photolysis of ozone and the subsequent reaction between atomic oxygen (O(1D))
and water vapor (H2O) which produces the hydroxyl radical (OH). This radical reacts with most
trace species leading to their oxidation which enables their final removal from the atmosphere
by dry and wet deposition. During day time OH is generated in a catalytic cycle including ad-
ditional radicals. In presence of hydrocarbons (HC) or carbon monoxide (CO), peroxy radicals
(ROz) or the hydroperoxyl radical (HOz) can be formed. Further reactions initiated by HO2 or
RO2 radicals determine whether the OH cycle is closed by regeneration of OH under consump-
tion of an ozone molecule. This situation prevails in the clean atmosphere. When significant
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situation characterizes the polluted atmosphere. In general, the rate of ozone production is de-
pendent on the HC/|{O" ratio. When this ratio is low (i.e. the averaged urban mixing ratio of HC
and NO* is approximately less then 5.5/1 (Seinfetd and Pandis,1998)) OH reacts predominantly
with NO2, removing radicals and retarding ozone formation. Under these conditions a decrease
in NO* concentrations favor ozone formation. At a sufficiently high HC/NO* ratio, a further
decrease in NO* retard ozone formation. Thus, the relationship of ozone with HC and NO* is
far from being linear and depends on the prevailing HC/NO* concentration ratio.
The oH radical cycle is active during daytime only because of the involved photochemical reac-
tions' After sunset, nitrogen dioxide becomes the dominant sink for ozone. Due to this reaction
the nitrate radical (NOs) is formed which reacts with NO2 to produce dinitrogen pentoxide(NzOs) which in turn is a source of NO2 and NO3.
1,.2 Tools to Analyse Atmospheric Chemistry
The composition of the atmosphere is studied by observations and theoretical analysis to un-
derstand and potentially address serious environmental problems. Atmospheric trace gases are
observed from satellites, aircraft and ground base measurements. Surface concentrations are
monitored from ground stations, ships and buoys. Vertical proflles are observed by radiosonde
and LIDAR (Light Detecting and Ranging). This large amount of measurements needs to be
organized and managed. Different programs exist mostly coordinated under the V/orld Meteoro-
logical Organization (WMO). For example global observations are managed by the Global At-
mosphere Watch (GAW) program. The objective of GAW is to monitor the long-term evolution
of the atmospheric composition on global and regional scales in order to assess the contribution
to climate change and environmental issues. Several other organizations and global networks
also contribute to the atmospheric observation of the chemical composition. On the regional
scale, organizations like for example EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation program)
provide a cooperative program for the monitoring and evaluating the long term range air pol-
lutants in Europe. Air quality is also studied by individual countries, e.g. in Germany by the
'Umweltbundesamt' or by environmental organizations of the German states ('Bundesländer').
An important source of observations at high temporal and spatial resolution is provided by field
campaigns. These campaigns, however, focus on a specific scientific question during a limited
period of time' The number of observed species differ strongly within the observation programs.
Many organizations focus on ozone measurements only (total column, vertical profile and near
surface concentrations). Other include the measurements of a wide range of trace gas concentra-
tions including aerosols. Although many trace species measurements and a lot of coordinating
programs exist, the quantity and quality of these data sets are not comparable to meteorologi-
cal observations carried out operationally and assimilated by numerical models. Nevertheless,
only observations monitor the real state and the composition of the atmosphere. Further under-
standing can be obtained by numerical model studies because models are tools that integrate our
understanding of atmospheric processes and their interactions.
A wide variety of numerical models exists to study atmospheric processes, including statis-
tical, Eulerian or Lagrangian models. The following brief model overview concentrates on
three-dimensional Eulerian formulations. These models can be roughly categorized as global-,
regional-, local- or micro- scale models, depending on the spatial scale they are designed for.
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With increasing spatial and thus temporal resolution, the models resolve atmospheric processes
with more details. Subgrid scale process parameterizations in larger scale low resolution models,
e.g' convection, turbulence or non-hydrostatic effects, are more explicitly formulated in higher
resolving models. Higher model resolutions as well as the very detailed parameterizations often
lead to a restriction of the area covered by the model domains and the length of the simulation
period limited by the available computer power. Global climate models, for example, are de-
signed to simulate decades or centuries and reproducing the mean state of the atmosphere, while
microscale models are applied only for a few hours but simulate atmospheric processes with
considerable details. High resolution limited area models raise the question of suitable lateral
boundary information when the model is applied to realistic atmospheric conditions. A solution
to this problem is provided by the nesting of a limited area simulation in a coarser larger scale
model simulation or by the constrain of the model by observational data sets.
Chemical processes included in three-dimensional models also depend an the temporal and spa-
tial scale of the problem to be studies. 'Off-line' and 'on-line' atmosphere-chemistry models
have been developed to study mainly chemical or combined meteorological and chemical as-
pects. Chemistry transport models (CTM) are operating in the 'off-line' mode. Thus meteoro-
logical information, e.g. wind or temperature flelds, are calculated separately (or provided from
meteorological analysis) and are provided externally at specifled time intervals (e.g., every 6
hours) to the CTM. MOZART (Brasseur et al., 1998; Hauglustaine et a1.,1998), for example,
is a global CTM for ozone and related chemical tracers. On the regional scale many CTM's
exist. One example is the EURAD (European Acid Deposition Model) (Hass,1991) system
which also includes nesting facilities to focus on smaller areas with a higher spatial resolution.
In contrast to 'off-line' calculations 'on-line' models calculate meteorological and chemical pro-
cesses simultaneously. High frequency dynamical processes, like turbulence or convection, and
physical quantities are provided in much more detail for the calculation of transformation, trans-
port and deposition of the chemical species. This advantage is especially of importance for high
resolving models which include turbulent processes in detail. However, the major advantage
of 'on-line' modelling is that chemical-physical interactions can be investigated. This is not
possible when the meteorological and chemical processes are calculated separately. Scientific
questions related to climate change, aerosol - radiation - cloud interactions and feedbacks can be
analysed from 'on-line' model runs. Examples for 'on-line' modelling are the climate change
studies performed by global GCM's, e.g. the ECIIAM (Roelofs and Lelieveld,Igg5), (Roeckner
et aI', 1999) or the GISS GCM model (Shindell et al., 200O) but including only a rather sim-
ple chemistry. Examples at the regional scale are the Canadian-regional climate model (CRM)
(Bouchet et al.,I999a,b) or at even higher resolution the non-hydrostatic atmosphere-chemistry
model MESO-NH-C Model (Tulet et al.,1999; Crassier et a1.,2000).
Although, many numerical models based on similar theoretical concepts exist, theses models
often differ substantially due to differences in the complexity of chemical mechanism, emission
modules, physical parameterizations or numerical solution techniques. The number of regional
scale gas-phase chemical mechanisms used in CTMs is high, e.g. Derwenl (1990) has compared
24 of them.
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1.3 Approach and Emphasis of this Thesis
In this thesis, the polluted urban atmosphere in Berlin-Brandenburg is investigated. Berlin was
chosen because it represents atmospheric conditions of a German city and thus differs substan-
tially from other intensively investigated smog regions, e.g. Los Angeles, Athens or Mexico
D.F. due to its climatic conditions and the composition of emissions. In Germany summer smog
events occur episodically strongly dependent on the weather conditions. In comparison to the
above mentioned megacities Berlin is not a 'smog-city'. Photochemical air pollution also occur
in many other German cities (e.g. Munich, Rhine-Ruhr area). However, Berlin was chosen for
this investigation because it is located in a rural environment. Therefore it is expected that the
transport and transformation of urban air pollution caused by the city of Berlin can be easily
analysed. The observational data sets used for this study are monitored during a summer smog
field experiment. Thus the analysis of the observed quantities, which have been monitored by
the measurement campaign (mostly ozone and nitrogen oxide), with the model studies enables
the understanding of the complex interactions between multitudes of chemical species. Further-
more the interactions between emission, transformation, transport, and deposition processes are
included in this analysis.
The emphasis of this thesis is to analyse a suÍìmer smog event in Berlin-Brandenburg with a
complex atmosphere-chemistry model. Furthermore, the observations are used to validate the
new model system. Validation is fundamental for all further model applications, e.g. forecast,
hindcast, scenario or process oriented studies, because, through this process, the ability of the
model to reproduce the real atmosphere is tested. As models become more and more complex,
their ability to reproduce reality increases but, at the same time, the number of degrees of
freedom increase together with the number of model parameters. A model validation has to be
carried out before reliable model predictions or any other applications can be carried out.
The tool of this thesis is the new non-hydrostatic 'on-line' atmosphere-chemistry model
GESIMA (Geesthachter Simulations Modell der Atmosphäre). This model is embedded through
a one-way nesting in a coarser hydrostatic atmosphere-chemistry model simulation at the re-
gional scale, the REMO model (Regional Modell) which inturn is embedded in another coarser
resolution (Fig. 3.1). One-way nesting means that only information from the coarser model
is transfered to the model operating at the smaller scale. Altogether, the models present an
'on-line' atmosphere-chemistry model chain covering the meso-a, B and 7 scales. Horizontal
gridpoint distances vary between 50 - 4 km and model domains between 3000 kmx3000 km to
200 km x200 km, respectively. The gas-phase chemistry mechanism RADM II (Regional Acid
Deposition Model) (Stoch,uell et al., 1990) has been selected to be included in both models,
REMO and GESIMA. RADM II is a state-of-the-art reaction mechanism designed to represent
chemical processes in the clean and polluted atmosphere.
In this study the model is validated with the measurement data sets monitored during the FLU-
MOB (Flugzeug und Boden Messungen von Ozon und Vorläuferstoffen zur Abschätzung der
Wirksamkeit von emissionsmindernden Maßnahmen im Großraum Berlin-Brandenburg) (Stark
et al., 1995) field experiment, carried out in Berlin-Brandenburg in summer 1994. The aim of
this measurement campaign was to measure the three-dimensional distribution of the concen-
trations of ozone and its precursors during a summer smog situation and to create a data sets
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for the validation of photochemical models. The FLUMOB project also included model studies
with the aim of studying emission control strategies for ozone reduction. FLUMOB was one of
a series of investigations (Bruckmann and Wichmann-Fiebig, 1997) focusing on summer smog
events to analyse proposed governmental ozone reduction strategies (Bruckmann et at., 1997).
The FLUMOB experiment was chosen as a validation case for the following reasons:
o The measurements monitored a distinct summer smog situation.
I Measurement data sets are available for a period of one week so that longer simulations,
including several case studies, can be carried out, which increase the statistical signifi-
cance of the validation.
o The data sets have been available for validation.
¡ Anthropogenic emission inventories have been determined to be adaptive to the domain
and the time of the field experiment.
Earlier numerical experiments, which have been carried out in connection with the FLIIMOB
project in 1994 (Mieth et aL.,1995; Rufeger and Mieth,1998), used the transport model REGO-
ZON (Heimann, 1985) with the CBM-IV chemistry mechanism (Gery et al. , 1989). REGOZON
is a simple three-layer model applied episodically for daytime hours and driven by external me-
teorological data sets. The model calculations in those studies were carried out with and without
assumed short term reduction möasures in the city of Berlin. The following main conclusions as
discussed in Mieth et al. (1995); Stark et al. (1995); Bruckmann and Wichmann-Fiebig (1997)
are drawn from the numerical experiments of the FLIIMOB project:
o Large cities can show distinct ozone plumes in the downwind direction with an increase
in ozone maximum concentrations of l5-407o above background ozone.
o Ozone maximum concentrations and the size and duration of the ozone plume can be
reduced by short term abatement actions, but the effects depend on circumstances, for
example, the background ozone level.
I An effective strategy to lower the ozone burden must combine extended (European scale)
and regional action.
¡ Analysis of smog situations and reduction scenarios have to be carried out in nested sim-
ulations.
The results of these investigations are based on simple model studies. More complex exper-
iments are therefore needed before final conclusions can be drawn. The study which will be
presented in the following chapters differs substantial from the earlier model analysis. Some
basic improvements have been included in one model formulation:
o A complex meteorological model is included.
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¡ An advanced chemistry mechanism is used and included 'on-line'.
o The model simulations are meteorologically and chemicalry nested.
r The coarsest resolution captures the European scale.
o The modelling domain is resolved with high resolution in the horizontal and the vertical
direction.
r Anthropogenic and biogenic emissions are considered in much more detail.
¡ A one week simulation is carried out through a continuous model integration.
The study emphasizes the following questions: Which results can be drawn from the FLUMOB
field campaign when analysing the observations with a complex regional model system ? What
is the model performance when validated against ambient observations ?
The new model system will be described in chapter 2 focussing on the description of the chem-
istry routines implemented in the non-hydrostatic model. The conflguration of the model system
and a description of the chosen nesting techniques is presented in chapter 3. A brief validation of
the meteorological parameters is given in chapter 4. Here the main interest concentrates on the
statistical evaluation. Chemistry is validated in detail in chapter 5. After a statistical analysis,
the process of ozone formation is investigated in detail. The process of local ozone formation
during one day is studied by analysing the HCA{O* regimes and another day, atthe end of the
summer smog event, is chosen with photochemically aged air masses. The larger regional scale
conditions and their impact on the GESIMA simulation are analysed in chapter 6. Long range
transport is analysed and a sensitivity study investigates the influence of lateral boundary in-
formation of ozone on the model operating on the smallest scale. A further sensitivity study
analyses the summer haze aerosol effect in chapter 7. Final conclusion and further studies are




The general concept behind this model approach is to create a three-dimensional Eulerian
atmosphere-chemistry model on the meso-7 scale that is embedded in a coarser atmosphere-
chemistry model simulation to ensure that the model results are not dominated by artificial in-
formation at the lateral model boundaries. Therefore, this work is part of the development of a
mesoscale atmosphere-chemistry model chain where the smaller scale simulations are one-way
nested in a coarser simulation. Ideally, the coarsest model should operate on the global scale.
But for this study no global atmosphere-chemistry simulation reproducing the real weather con-
dition including tropospheric chemistry was available, so that the nesting into a global simulation
has to be a part of the future work. The meso-a and meso-B scale resolving typical horizontal
length scales of about 250 - 2500 km and 25 - 250 krrn (Wippermann, I98l), respectively, are
resolved by the hydrostatic atmosphere-chemistry model REMO. On the smaller meso-7 scale
resolving length scales between 2.5 and25 krnthe non-hydrostatic atmosphere-chemistry model
GESIMA is applied.
Higher spatial and temporal resolution enables more detailed mathematical formulations of
physical processes. In the dynamics this leads to the introduction of the non-hydrostatic for-
mulation (Pielke,1984). Orlanski (1981) showed that the hydrostatic approximation is not valid
when the grid size is smaller than 8 km. Certainly, this grid size dependence is also influenced
by the geographical situation and the meteorological conditions. In contrast to hydrostatic for-
mulations the pressure and the vertical velocity are derived from the prognostic equations in
an anelastic non-hydrostatic model (Ogura and Philtips, 1962). This is of fundamental impor-
tance for physical parameterizations because, for example, convection and turbulent fluxes are
resolved in more detail by the non-hydrostatic model (Tapp andWhite,1976; Clark,1977; Car-
penter, 197 9; Durran and Klemp, 1 983 ; Golding, 1990, 1992; Kato, 1997).
Thus the dynamical and physical parts of the REMO and the GESIMA model differ substan-
tially. Both models include the same gasphase chemical mechanism RADM II. The gas-phase
chemistry mechanism RADM II (Regional Acid Deposition Model) (Stochuell et al., 1990)
was selected for this model system because it includes a complex state of the art reaction sys-
tem for the clean and polluted atmosphere and RADM II is a well tested mechanism used in
many chemistry transport models. Additionally to the gas-phase chemistry, REMO determines
chemical transformations in the aqueous phase which are not included in the GESIMA model.
The denotation atmosphere-chemistry model indicates that the chemistry is included 'on-line'
in the atmospheric models. The meteorological and chemical equations are solved simultane-
ously. When the chemical time step reaches the meteorological time step actual meteorological
values such as pressure, temperature and humidity are used to calculate the reaction rates for
chemical transformation. For advection, diffusion and dry deposition of the chemical species
comprehensive turbulence information is available. Additionally, the 'on-line' technique offers
the possibility to study interactions between the dynamics, physics and chemistry.
In chapter 2.2 and2.3 the meso-7 scale atmosphere-chemistry model GESIMA is described in
detail and a brief outline of the meso-a and meso-B atmosphere-chemistry model REMO is
given in section 2.4.
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2.2 Dynamics and Physics of the GESIMA Model
The GESIMA (Geesthacht Simulation Model of the Atmosphere) model includes various phys-
ical parameterization modules. For example the standard GESIMA version (Kapitza, 1999)
includes two different soil schemes, three cloud (Eppel et al., 1995; Devantier anrl Raabe, 1996)
and two radiation schemes (Eppel et al.,1995; Rockel et at.,l99l) of different complexity which
can be selected according to the scientiflc question to be studied and to the amount of available
computing time. Here only the physical parameterizations which are relevant for the adaption
of the chemical parameterizations will be briefly described. A detailed description of the basic
physical parameterizations included in GESIMA is given in Eppet et at. (1995) and in the model
documentation manual (Kapitza, Lggg).
Dynamics and Numerical Solution
GESIMA is a non-hydrostatic model whose detailed description of the dynamical part is given in
Kapitza and Eppel (L992). This model is based on the anelastic equations (Ogura and Phitlips,
1962) following the conservation laws for momentum, energy, and mass. For the numerical so-
lution the thermodynamic variables are split into isentropic reference values which are assumed
to be hydrostatic, and deviations. For the density the Boussinesq approximation is considered.
The equations are transformed into terrain following coordinates in the vertical and the hori-
zontal coordinates are orthogon al (Anderson et al., 1984). For the discrete representation of the
model variables a staggered grid (Arakawa-C) after Mesinger and Arakawa (1976) is used. Dif-
ferent numerical methods are used as the model equations contain parts (advection) which need
explicit and other parts (Coriolis force, diffusion, etc.) which need implicit treatment. The prog-
nostic equations are solved with a predictor / corrector scheme. The advection of the dynamical
variables Lt)'u)'tt) and @ is calculated with the MacCormack scheme (Anderson et a\.,1984). The
Coriolis terms and the vertical diffusion are treated implicitly while the horizontal diffrrsion is
calculated explicitly. The non-hydrostatic pressure is implicitly determined by the requirement
that the flow field must fulfill the divergence equation. A conjugate gradient method is used
to solve the Poisson equation for the non-hydrostatic pressure that appears when requiring the
final-flux to be divergence-free (Kapitza, 1988; Kapitza and Eppel,lgBT).
Tfansport of trace quantities
The scheme of Smolarkiewicz (1984) is used to calculate the transport of the trace quantities
water vapor and the chemical species. This scheme uses a backward-difference approximation to
preserve the positive-definiteness of the initial condition and an antidiffusion velocity to reduce
numerical diffusion. The scheme is described in detail and tested for the GESIMA model in
Eppel et al. (1995).
Thrbulent Diffusion
The turbulent momentum fluxes are calculated using a first order closure scheme according to
level 2.5 in the hierarchy of Mellor and Yamada (I97 4):
,ii,: 
-(u,¿,u,¡) - 6ti (H.H) (2.r)
If;¡ denotes the turbulent momentum exchange coefñcient tensor, i, and. j are the index of the
horizontal grid boxes, u| the deviation from the mean Cartesian velocity component, æ¿ the
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coordinate direction. Mean values are used to parameterize the turbulent momentum flux in
the first order scheme. Despite the defrcits this approximation has, it is regarded appropriate
to catch the essential features of a dynamical changing turbulent flow: advection of turbulence
by shear, creation or destruction of turbulence by buoyancy, redistribution of turbulent energy
by diffusion, and decay by dissipation. The complete diffusion scheme is given in Eppel et al.
(1ees).
Radiation
Two radiative transfer schemes of different complexity are implemented in GESIMA. The more
simple scheme, 'Bakan scheme', is described in Eppet et al. (1995) and, Kapitza (1999). This
radiation scheme is used for the simulation of the entire FLUMOB episode which is discussed in
chapter 4, 5 and 6. The more complex nalrow band two stream radiation scheme (schmetz and
Raschke,1979; Schmetz,1984) with optical cloud properties afterRockel et al. (1991) is based on
the two-stream method (Kerschgens et a1.,1978). This scheme is used in the aerosol sensitivity
experiment (chapter 7). In this method the upward and downward radiation flux densities (M+
and M-) are calculated for a horizontally homogeneous plane-parallel geometry. For these
fluxes two differential equations can be derived from the basic equation of radiative transfer
(Chandrasekhar, 196O; Zdunkowski et al., 1974). Assuming the cosines of the effective zenith
angle,p+ for the upward flux and p- for the downward diffuse flux to be equal, the differential
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where õ stands for the single scattering albedo, ô for the vertical optical depth, p¡ for the cosine
of the solar zenith angle, ,5g for the solar constant, and B, Bg for the fractions of backward
scattering for the diffuse and direct beam radiation, respectively.
Surface and Soil Model
The calculation of fluxes at the surface is based on a bulk formulation (parameterizations for
subgrid scale processes) in which latent heat fluxes are calculated by a simple force-restore
method. The detailed surface and flux parameterizations are described.in Eppel et at. (1995).
Here, the 'Claussen surface scheme' is used (Kapitza, lggg). The soil layers are discretized in 4
levels with geometrically increasing thickness. The first layer is 1 cm deep and the lowest layer
is about 1 m deep. GESIMA uses a total of 19 different surface classes. The classification is
listed in Table 2.I because of their relevance for the calculation of dry deposition and emission
fluxes of the chemical species.
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Table 2.1: Classification of land-use
2.2.1 Meteorological Information at the Model Boundaries
Limited area models have to receive information at the lateral and top boundaries of the model
area. Different nudging techniques are provided by GESIMA. The appropriate technique to pro-
vide information at the lateral boundaries depends on the characteristics of the model domain,
the nudged variables and the meteorological condition to be simulated. The following meteoro-
logical variables can potentially be nudged: potential temperature, specific humidity, horizontal
wind components and pressure.
The following nudging formula is used implicitly
fn+r : ln - o. At. ç¡"+t - u, (2.4)
so that the final expression for the new value of / is
r-+ (2.s)
where 
"f'*1 is the variable to be nudged at the new time step and at the old time step fn, Ía-
spectively. Aú is the model time step, b is the respective background value and a is the nudging
coeffrcient. The three dimensional form of the nudging coeffrcient controls the structure of nudg-
ing. If nesting conditions are chosen, that means background values influence the simulations
only at the lateral boundaries. In this case a is set to zero in the interior of the domain and
increases towards the boundary inbetween a predefined lateral boundary zones. If the nudged
variable should influence the simulation also inside of the domain, a is chosen to be horizontally
homogeneous and the vertical structure is set by:
1 fn + o' At.b:- L*a.Lt
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where econst represents the reciprocal value of a typical time scale, k is the index of the vertical
model level and k* is a vertical reference level where thrc tangent-function has its inflection
point. The use of a tangent-finction as vertical definition of the nudging coefficient has the
advantage that the influence of the background values decrease towards the lower levels of the
model, so that locally induced effects are not influenced by background conditions. As the three
dimensional structure of a determines where the nudging takes place, the value of o specifies
how strong the nudging equation pushes the model value towards the prescribed background
value. The pressure at the model top boundary is set equal to the prescribed background pressure.
For other variables the model top layer is open for inflow and outflow to enable the model to
simulate convergent and divergent meteorological situations as they appear in reality.
2.3 Parameterizations of Chemically Reactive Tlace Species
The RADM II mechanism (Stockwell et a1.,1990), a dry deposition and an emission model have
been included 'on-line' in the original GESIMA model and will be described in this section.
2.3.1 The Gas Phase Chemistry Mechanism
The RADM II species are listed in appendix A and the complete chemical reaction scheme is
presented in appendix B. The mechanism allows transformation of 63 species in 161 reactions.
Reaction Rates
The 140 non-photolytic reaction rates are adjusted for temperature and pressure. Clear sþ pho-
tolysis rates for the 2I photolytic reactions are precalculated for hourly angles between sunrise
and sunset by a radiative transfer model based on the delta-Eddington technique (Joseph et al.,
1976; Madronich, 1987). This model assumes seasonally averaged ozone and aerosol distribu-
tions. It divides the region from the surface of the earth to the top of the atmosphere into more
than 50 layers. The actinic flux is calculated for 130 spectral intervals over the atmospheric
actinic region from 200 to 73O nm. The size of the individual spectral interval vary from 1 to
10 nm depending on the spectral absorption bands ofthe reactive species. The actinic fluxes are
calculated and then integrated with the absorption cross section and the photo dissociation quan-
tum yield to produce a table of clear sþ photolysis rates that are used to drive the photolytical
reactions. The following expression is used to calculate the photolysis reactions (j¿):
io: I^o¿(\)þ¿(\) I* Irtr^,e,0) sin 0 d,0 d,e d,\ (2.7)
where ø¿(À) and /¿(À) are the temperature- and/or pressure- dependent molecular absorption
cross section and quantum yield for each photolysis reaction and 1(À, g,0) is the radiance at a
particular atmospheric location. The integrals are over all wavelengths À directions g, 0. Every
model time step during the simulation the stored data sets are linearly interpolated in time to
update the photolysis rates.
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Inorganic Species
The inorganic species are represented by 14 moderately reacting species, four highly reactive
intermediates, and three abundant stable species (oxygen, nitrogen and water). A standard re-
action scheme for the inorganic tropospheric chemistry is incorporated in the RADM II mecha-
nism. Most of the inorganic reactions and rate constants are derived from DeMore et al. ( 1988).
The chemistry of odd oxygen, odd hydrogen, odd nitrogen and sulfur species is relatively well
known. The nighttime chemistry involving NO3 and N2O5 is more complex and leads to hetero-
geneous formation of nitric acid.
Organic Species
The atmospheric organic chemistry is representedby 26 moderate reacting species and 16 highly
reactive peroxy radicals. RADM II aggregates the hundreds of volatile organic components
(VOC) into 26 classes of reactive organic species, where some are treated explicitely and others
are represented as lumped species. A detailed description of organic compounds can be found in
Atkinson (1990). A reactivity lumped molecular approach is used which combines the molecular
concentrations of a gas mixture into surrogate species of similar reactivity and molecular weight.
Organic mixtures with different reactivity towards the OH radical are grouped into different
sunogates and multiplied with a reactivity factor.
The RADM II reactivity weighting is based on the assumption that the effect of VOC emissions
on the model results is approximately proportional to the amount of the compound that reacts on
a daily basis. Under this assumption an emitted compound can be represented by a model species
which reacts at a different rate provided that a weighting factor is applied to the compound
emissions. The factor is the ratio of the fraction, 
-F , of the model species which reacts:
1, 
- 
erp(-leo7Emit x oHldt) (2.8)t 
- 
erp(-lcO7Mod,er X lou)dt)
lro H E,n¿t is the rate constant for the reaction of OH with the individual compound, lro ø u o¿"t
is the rate constant for the reaction of OH with the RADM II model species, and the term
l[OU]at is the daily average integrated OH radical concentration. The reactivity weighting
factor becomes unity if both, the emitted species and the model species are highly reactive.
Alkanes [methane, ethane and three higher lumped groups]
Under atmospheric conditions, the only important loss process for the alkanes is their reaction
with OH radicals. However, alkanes react slowly with OH and thus can be transported over large
distances. Methane and ethane are treated explicitly in the mechanism. All higher alkanes are
aggregated according to their OH reaction rate constants into three additional model species.
Alkenes [ethene, terminal and internal alkenes, isoprene]
Alkenes are most reactive with OH and account to a large degree for the NO - NOz conversion.
Atmospheric loss processes take place by reactions with OH, NO3 radicals and 03. Alkenes
are important constituents of the polluted and the rural troposphere, because they represent a
wide range of species which are emitted anthropogenically and biogenically. In the RADM II
rl-_
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mechanism alkenes are represented by two lumped species and explicitly by isoprene (because
of its natural origin and high reactivity) and ethene (because of it's low reactivity). The two
lumped groups represent internal double bound and terminal double bound alkenes.
Aromatics [toluene, xylene and cresol]
Aromatic chemistry is very important under polluted urban conditions. The complex aromatic
chemistry is represented relatively simply by three classes. Cresol is treated explicitly and two
aromatic groups are lumped. One group consists of less reactive compounds like toluene, ben-
zene and other compounds with OH rate constants similar to the rate constant of the OH -
toluene reaction. The other lumped group describes highly reactive aromatic species like xylene
and mesitylene.
Carbonyls [aldehydes, ketones and dicarbonyls]
Aldehydes (formaldehyde and acetaldehyde) and ketones are formed as intermediate products
during the atmospheric degradation reactions of a large number of organic compounds. In the
atmosphere these carbonyls can photolyse and react with OH, NO3 and HO2 radicals. The
mechanism treats formaldehyde explicitly and lumps the higher aldehydes into one class that
reacts as acetaldehyde. Another class is formed by ketones. Dicarbonyls are represented by
three additional groups.
Organic Nitrogen
The organic nitrates are represented by three groups: Peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) and higher
PAN's, CHOCH=CH COg NO2 and other organic nitrates.
Organic Peroxides
Peroxy radical - peroxy radical reactions play an important role in atmospheric chemistry. Under
rural and clean conditions, these highly reactive intermediates strongly affect photochemical
transformations. A large number of peroxy radical - peroxy radical reactions and 16 classes of
peroxy radical intermediates are included in the mechanism.
Organic Acids [formic and acetic acid]
The organic acids of interest in the polluted urban atmosphere are formic and acetic acids. These
species are treated explicitly in the mechanism. They are formed as water soluble oxidation
products from various organic components.
The Numerical Solution Technique
The quasi steady state approximation (QSSA) is used to solve the nonlinear set of 161 chem-
ical kinetic differential equations. This simplification is necessary because a simple numerical
solution technique would require a very small time step to maintain stability due to the stiffness
of the equation system. The principle of the QSSA method is that very reactive species rapidly
transform to their equilibrium values. For those species a steady state is assumed:
ôc¡
0t"h.rn -0 (2.e)
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The remaining chemical rate equations are integrated with the equation:
(2.r0)
where C¡ is the concentration of species j and P.¡.,,(C¿)is the production rate and r"(C¡)
is the characteristic loss time scale, both of which are explicitly dependent on other species
concentrations Cr. If P"¡r.rn and r. are constant during a time step Lt"¡"rn the solution of
Eq. (2.10) is:
çtl\'t"¡"* : P"h"rnT.+ (C' 
- 
P"¡"rrr")eæp(-Lt"f r.) (2.rr)
where Ct and çtla't"¡.^ are the concentration at time t and t * Lt"¡",n. The chemical time
step in GESIMA varies between 0.01sec 1 Lt"¡"rn 1 Lt*"t with Lt,nu¿ as meteorological
time step. The complete solution technique is described in Hesstvedt et al. (1978).
2.3.2 Dry Deposition
Dry deposition, the transport of species from the atmosphere onto surfaces, is the ultimate path
by which trace gas species are removed from the atmosphere. In GESIMA the parameterization
of the dry deposition follows the surface resistance concept of Wesely (1989). The deposition
velocity
ud: (ro * 16 * r")-L (2.r2)
is inversely proportional to the sum of three resistance terms: an aerodynamic resistan ce, r *, a
quasi-laminar sub-layer resistance, 16, àîd a surface resistance, r". The aerodynamic resistance




where /c is the Karman constant (k=0.35), u* the friction velocity (root mean covariance between
the horizontal and the vertical velocity components), zs the roughness length (the effective level
at which the horizontal wind speed approaches zero) and ![¡ the Businger function (Businger,
1973) (an integral diabatic influence function related to the local atmospheric stability).
The quasi-laminar resistance, 16, is defined as
#: p"n.*(c¿) _\_9_@)r
rt:2lku * [nlnn12lz (2.r4)
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where rc is the thermal diffusivity of air and D.u is the molecular diffusivity for a trace gas in air.
The surface resistance is dependent on the season of the year, the landuse classification and the
trace species. It is parameterized as followed:
r 
" 
: [r f (r 
"u 
r r,n) * 7 f r¡. r 7 f (r ¿. + r.t) r 7 f (r," + , s )]-r (2.rs)
The surface resistance is dependent on the resistances for the leaf stomata (r"r), the leaf meso-
phyll (r-), leaf citicles (r¡u),baoyant convection (ra),leaves in the lower canopy (r"¿), canopy
height depending resistance (ro") and a soil resistance (re"). The detailed parameterizations of
the single surface resistances are very complex. They are described in detail by Wesely (1989).
Some of the resistances included in Eq. (2.15) needs to be calculated for all the individual gases
separately because the chemical species differ in their molecular diffusivity, their Henry's Law
constant (describing water solubility) and their reactivity. The species for which a deposition
velocity is calculated as described in this section are listed in the Table 2.2. An exclusion is
made for sulfuric acid. The particulate deposition velocity for sulfuric acid is assumed to be
only dependent on turbulent values.
Table2.2: deposited
2.3.3 Chemical Information at the Lateral Boundaries
All prognostic chemical species are transported across the lateral model boundaries. The explicit
multi step advection scheme (Smolarkiewicz,lgS3) where a first order upstream step is followed
by two anti diffusive corrective steps is used. The upstream step does not cause reflections at the
outflow boundaries, since only upstream information is used. The boundary conditions differ
according to whether the flow is directed into or out of the domain. Under inflow conditions
all transported chemical species are specified by interpolation of coarse grid model results along
the nested grid boundaries. The outflow boundary conditions are specified by constant advection
of the concentrations over the last two gridcell interfaces in order to eliminate reflections of
outgoing waves. After Pleim et al. (I99I) concentrations at the boundaries are specified as:
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where C¿ is the concentration in grid cell'i and the wind speed u is taken at the interface between
cell i 
- 
1 and i. This method minimizes flux divergence at the boundary while allowing local
concentrations to evolve its response to changing conditions.
2.3.4 Emission Rates
Biogenic Emission Rates
Many organic compounds are emitted by vegetation. Biogenic emissions are primarily alkenes
and cycloalkenes. In GESIMA, the emission of isoprene and monoterpenes from forests are
parametenzed after Guenther et al. (199I, 1993). The temperature dependent monoterpene
emissions are described by:
E: E"leæp(pg 
-r"))l (2.t7)
where E is the monoterpene emission rate attemperature T and -Ð" the emission rate ata stan-
dard temperafixe,T". B is an empirical coefflcient, (É=0.09). Taking into account the GESIMA
landuse classification, monoterpens are emitted by coniferous forests and 50 Toby mixed,forests.
In adaption to the RADM II mechanism, the parameterized monoterpene emissions are subdi-
vided into terminal alkenes and internal alkenes. In contrast to monoterpene emissions, isoprene
emissions are also dependent on the photosynthetic active radiation (pAR):
Et: SrLT (2.18)
where E¡ stands for the emission of isoprene, S¡ is the isoprene emission rate at T" and a
standard radiation, tr is the light conection factor, and T the temperature correction factor. The
light depending correction factor tr is defined after Guenther et al. (1991) as:
L:(æ- æz-4¡IL1)lzt, (2.re)
where *: f I * Lt+ Lz, f :0.385, fraction of lightabsorbedby chloroplasts,I istheirradi-
ance, and trr : 105.6 and L2 : 6.12 are empirical coefficients. The temperature dependence is
described by:
7 : [eæp(71(h - rs) lRrLrs)]/[l + eæp(72(77 - n) lRrLrÐl (2.20)
where 7¿ is the leaf temperature (e.g. surface temperature), and ?5 : J}I K, T1 :
95100 J mol-L,Tz : 23L000 J mol-[, and ?3 : 311.83 K are empirical constants. -R is
the molar gas constant (Ã : 8.314 J rnol-LK-L). The chemical degradation of isoprene is
explicitly included in the RADM II mechanism. Isoprene is emitted by deciduous forests and
following the model description 50 Toby mixed forests.
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Anthropogenic Emission Inventories
Emission inventories are generated by emission models. These models take into account various
emission factors to create high resolving data sets in space and time for hundreds of chemical
species. Emission factors are an estimate of emissions of a species from a source based on source
speciflc emission measurements as a function of activity level with regard to each source. Emis-
sion models uses statistical data that are connected to atmospheric anthropogenic emissions, for
gaseous inorganic and organic species and aerosols. For example, the formulation for emission
factors of traffic emissions depend on rather complex emission estimations (UBA, 1995; Hassel
et al., 1994, 1995) where the main factors are the speciflc distribution of motor vehicle age and
type, the mean trip profiles, cold start exhaust, running losses as well as topographic and mete-
orological parameters. Additionally, laboratory vehicle testing is performed, which determines
the exhaust emission of a vehicle (Hassel et al., 1998). Trafûc emission factors for NO* and an-
thropogenic non-methane volatic organic compounds NMVOCs are rather well known compared
to the NMVOC emissions produced by the dissolvent industry. The classical usage of organic
dissolvents in the chemical industry is only a minor source to atmospheric NMVOC emissions
because these industrial emissions are produced in self-contained technical facilities and only
small amounts of emissions are released into the environment. The primary emission source
for NMVOC are smaller firms and private households. The following disolvents are the major
constituents to anthropogenic NMVOC emissions: paints, glues, detergents and solvents. The
disolvent emission factors are estimated in consideration of many emission factors, for exam-
ple industrial emission declarations, trade data sets, information of density and classiflcation of
population, settlement and employment, etc. Because of the influence of so many, partly highly
unprecise, data sets the estimation of the emission errors is rather diff,cult. Error estimations(Kühlwein et al., 1999) for total motor yehicle emissions shows errors between 15 - 35Vo and
30 - 50Vo for dissolvents. Additional to these effors are uncertainties in the spatial and tempo-
ral discretization, increasing the error dramatically, especially for the dissolvent emissions. An
emission model calculates temporal and spatial gridded emission inventories for a wide range of
chemical species. These emission inventories are used as model input as described below.
Anthropogenic Emission Rates
Anthropogenic emission inventories are extremely important external model information influ-
encing substantially the model results when applying the model in industrialized areas. GESIMA
receives the information of hourly emission rates of So2, sulfate, No, NOz, NH3, co and 14
classes of VOC's, divided into point and area emissions. The emission inventory is taken from
data compilation by the IER (Institut für Energiewirtschaft und Rationelle Energieanwendung)
of the University Stuttgart. All area sources are located in the lowest model layer. point emis-
sions take place in the model layer which corresponds to the chimney height and a plume rise
formulation (Briggs,1975). The emission information from the emission inventory are further
aggregated into a smaller set of VOC classes which directly correspond to those in the chemistry




Description of the REMO Model
The Regional Climate Modell REMO (Jacob and Podzun, 1997) is an 'on-line' hydrostatic
three-dimensional atmosphere-chemistry model (Langmann,2000) on the regional scale. The
dynamical part is based on the regional weather forecast model system EM (Europa Modell)/
DM (Deutschland Modell) of the German Weather Service (Majewski, l99I). The physical
parumetenzation scheme of the climate model ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) is included
alternatively to enable longterm climate simulations. For the calculation of chemical transfor-
mations the RADM II gas-phase mechanism considering 161 reactions and aqueous chemistry
processes according to Walcek and Taylor (1986) are included. For the transport of the chem-
ical species the following processes are considered: Horizontal and vertical advection accord-
ingto Smolarkiewicz (1984) or alternatively Bott (1989), vertical diffusion, dry (Wesely, 1989)
and wet (Walcek and Taylor,1986) deposition, convective up and downdraft (Tiedtke,l9S9).
Clear sky photolysis rates are precalculated by the climatological radiative transfer model after
Madronich (1987), and in presence of clouds the photolysis rates are modified in REMO accord-
ing to Chang et al. (1987). Biogenic emissions are parumeteized, after Guenther et al. (1993)
and anthropogenic emissions are provided externally.
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3 Field Experiment and Modet Configuration
3.1 Field Experiment FLUMOB
The field experiment FLUMOB (Flugzeug und Boden Messungen von Ozon und Vorläufer-
stoffen zur Abschätzung der Wirksamkeit von emissionsmindernden Maßnahmen im Großraum
Berlin-Brandenburg - Aircraft measurements of ozone and precursors for the estimation of
emission reduction measures in Berlin-Brandenburg, Stark et at. (1995)) took place in Berlin-
Brandenburg from July 23 until July 27 in 1994 to measure the concentrations of ozone and
its precursors during a distinct ozone episode. The field experiment covered an area of about
200 x 200 km2 around the city of Berlin. The area of Berlin-Brandenburg was chosen for this
field experiment because of its flat topography. Furthermore, the city of Berlin is characterized
by high trafûc and industrial emissions and a rural environment with low industrial emissions but
frequently used highways. These conditions seemed to be optimal to investigate the production
and transport of ozone and its precursors in polluted air masses. In addition to the routine mea-
surements of the German Weather Service, ground based measurements, atrcraftmeasurements
and some radio-sonde soundings have been carried out to measure meteorological parameters
and concentrations of some chemical species, mainly ozone and NO*.
3.2 REMO Model Configuration
Figure 3.1: The boxes indicate the model domains
of the REMO 0.5' meteorological simulation, the
REMO 0.5o and REMO 1/6o chemistry simulation
and the GESIMA simulation domain.
To address the scientific questions central
to the FLUMOB measurement campaign the
simulation domains of the models are cho-
sen to focus down from the wider European
domain to a narroweÍ area of Germany and
then to the even narrower area of Berlin-
Brandenburg. The regional atmosphere-
chemistry model REMO is applied with a
horizontal grid point distance of 0.5. (=
50 km) over Europe and with a 116o resolu-
tion (= 18 km) covering Germany. The do-
mains where tropospheric chemistry is cal-
culated are smaller to save computer time
and memory and marked by REMO-CIIEM
in Fig. 3.1. For the horizontal grid point rep-
resentation a spherical rotated grid is used.
REMO has 20 vertical layers with a ter-
rain following hybrid pressure-sigma coordi-
nate system extending up to 10 hPa height.
REMO is applied with the physical parame-
terizations of the German Weather Service,
because the chemistry is adapted to that
0.5
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physical scheme. Analysis data from the German Weather Service are used for initialization
and as lateral boundary information with a time resolution of 6 hours for both REMO 0.5o and
REMO 1/6o model resolutions. The chemical concentrations of all prognostic species are set to
constant values at the lateral boundaries of the REMO 0.5" simulation because no global chem-
istry simulation was available for the FLUMOB episode. These concentrations are estimates
from measurements and climatological model simulations (references in Chang et al. (1987)).
The results of the coarse REMO simulation are used to initialize the nested REMO 1/6" sim-
ulation and to provide concentrations at the lateral model boundaries. External data sets, like
emissions, photolysis rates, and lateral boundary concentrations are prepared for every hour and
a linear time interpolation adapts all extemal data sets to the model time step. The models are
run in the forecast mode: Starting at 0 UTC every day a 30 hour forecast is calculated. The
first six hours of every forecast are neglected to account for a spin up time. By starting the
model again every day with analysis data, the model atmosphere stays close to the real weather
condition. The chemistry is calculated continuously. The model is started on July 20,1994 and
is integrated until July 30 with a meteorological time step of five minutes for the REMO 0.5'
simulation and two minutes for the REMO 1/6o simulation. The FLUMOB REMO simulation
is described in Langmann (2000).
3.3 GESIMA Model Configuration
The GESIMA model domain covers the 200 x 200 km2 area of the FLIIMOB field experiment.
Berlin is situated in the center of the model domain. In the southern direction the domain ex-
tends to 51.5'N. Cottbus and the industrial area of Bitterfeld are just covered by the model. In
the eastern direction the model domain crosses the Polish border, and the Polish city of Stettin
is situated in the north east corner of the GESIMA domain (53.4"N, 14.8"8). In the western
direction the model domain ends at 11.9'E shortly before Magdeburg. A horizontal grid-point
distance of 4 km is chosen on an orthogonal cartesian grid. In the vertical the model layers
are represented by 25 terrain following z-levels. The lowest level reaches up to 20 m height




















Figure 3.2: GESIMA surface characteristics: Landuse classifications (left panel) and topographic
heights (right panel) in [m].
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Figure 3.3: Geometry of the horizontal grid boxes (left panel) for the GESIMA (solid lines) and the
REMO 1/6" (dashed line) simulation (shown exemplarily for the Berlin area). Vertical GESIMA and
REMO model levels in z-coordinates (right panel). The height levels are marked at the center of the grid
boxes. REMO levels are shown for standard atmosphere conditions.
classification and the topography of the GESIMA domain are shown in Figure 3.2. The area of
Brandenburg is rather flat. The topography varies from only a few meters to 140 m height from
the Odra valley to the Fläming hills. The landuse classification (Fig. 3.2,left panel) indicates
the rural character of the area around Berlin. The largest fraction is covered by dry agricultural
soils, followed by forest, which consists mainly of coniferous forest.
The GESIMA simulation is nested into a REMO model run. The following variables as deter-
mined by the REMO 1/6o simulation are interpolated to the grid of the GESIMA model: hori-
zontal wind velocities, potential temperature, specific humidity, pressure, and concentrations of
the 39 prognostic chemical species. The different horizontal representations of grid boxes by the
two models is indicated in Fig. 3.3, (left panel). The horizontal resolution of GESIMA is about
four times higher compared to the REMO l/6" simulation. The variables are bilinear interpo-
lated from the spherical rotated REMO grid to the cartesian GESIMA grid. In the vertical the
variables are interpolated linearly from the hybrid pressure system of the REMO model to the
z-coordinate system of GESIMA. To compare the different vertical resolutions and coordinate
systems of the models REMO and GESIMA levels are shown together in Fig. 3.3, (right panel)
by assuming standard atmosphere conditions (i.e. a surface pressure of 1013 hPa) for the REMO
levels. In the lower troposphere GESIMA has a vertical resolution about two times higher, but
with increasing height the depth of the model layers converge.
The three-dimensional distributions of all nested meteorological and chemical variables as de-
termined by the REMO model are used for the initialization of the GESIMA simulation. Ad-
ditionally, the atmospheric surface temperature and humidity of the REMO simulation are used
for the initialization of the GESIMA surface and the four soil model layers. Here the variables
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are not interpolated but set to the corresponding REMO values according to similar landuse
classification.
3.3.1 Nesting Procedures for the GESIMA Model
For the realization of the nesting of meteorological and chemical variables different approaches
are used. Common to all external time dependent data sets is that they are prepared with a time
resolution of t h and adapted to the model time-step by linear interpolation.
o The nested chemical trace gas concentrations are transported by advection across the mod-
els lateral and top boundaries as described in section 2.3.3. Thus only trace gas concen-
trations close to an inflow boundary grid point are influenced by the nesting.
o The background (interpolated field of the REMO simulation) pressure is prescribed only
at the top boundary level.
o The potential temperature and specific humidity background fields are nested to the 10
lateral grid points at all four lateral boundaries and at the 10 top boundary grid points.
The nesting coeffrcient decreases linearly to zero in between this 10 grid point boundary
zone and thus the background fields do not influence the GESIMA model parameters in
the interior domain outside of the boundary zoîe.
o The background horizontal wind velocity fields are nested horizontally homogeneously to
the GESIMA simulation but the nesting coefficient varies in the vertical direction. Fig. 3.4
shows the vertical shape of that nesting coefflcient. The turning point of the nesting coef-
ficient is placed at level 10, at a height of about 1500 m. Above that level the nesting of
the GESIMA wind field towards the background field is strong and below that level the
nesting is weaker but still influences the GESIMA results.
This nesting approach is one of many possible
formulations. In general, the appropriate nest-
ing technique depends on the nested variable,
the topography of the model domain and the me-
teorological situation. In the case discussed here
the meteorological situation and the topography
of the model domain are very homogeneous so
that no specific nesting methods need applied.
















horizontal wind components is chosen because
under homogeneous conditions the wind field Figure 3.4: Vertical structureof thenestingcoef-
is determined by the large scale weather con- ficient of the horizontal wind components'
ditions. In the lower atmosphere the reduced nesting coefficient allows local influences. To
exclude instabilities this nesting configuration was additionally tested under a dynamically com-
plex situation. The GESIMA model was applied at the steep Norwegian coast. No instabilities at
the lateral boundaries or in the interior of the domain occurred either in the Norwegian coast test
3.3 GESIMA Model Configuration JJ
case or in the Berlin-Brandenburg simulation. Therefore the nesting method is deemed suitable
for use in the following simulation.
The model is integrated for seven days starting on July 22,1994. The meteorological time-step
is set to 20 s. The computing time on a CRAY C90 is about 1CPU hour for t h model simulation.
3.3.2 Anthropogenic Emissions for the FLUMOB Episode
The GESIMA emission inventory for the FLUMOB episode is prepared by the IER (Institut
für Energiewirtschaft und Rationelle Energieanwendung) in Stuttgart (Wickert,1999). Each day
was individually calculated. Examples for two classes of anthropogenic emissions are discussed
in Figure 3.5 and 3.6. NO" emissions, the sum of NO and NO2, are shown in Figure. 3.5.
The left panel presents the horizontal distribution of the NO* emission exemplarily for July 25
NOx: AREA EN/ISSIONS
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Figure 3.5: NO* emission on July 25,1994 at 6 UTC (left panel). Time series of NO* emission for the
sum of all area emission sources (right, upper panel) and point sources (right, lower panel) released into
the domain between July 22 and25. The emissions are in units of [t/h].
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Figure 3.6: NMVOC emission on July 25 at 6 UTC (left panel). Time series of NMVOC emission for
the sum of all area emission sources (right, upper panel) and point sources (right, lower panel) released
into the domain between July 22 and25. The emissions are in units of Uhl.
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at 6 UTC. The major NO* sources are trafñc and industrial emissions. They are emitted pre-
dominantly in the city of Berlin and the frequently used highways. Even some smaller streets
inbetween the highways can be detected. Behind the Polish border the emissions are distributed
more homogeneously. This is the result of less detailed emission factor data sets for Poland.
The curves in Figure 3.5 show the time evolution of the total area (upper panel) and point(lower panel) emissions for 4 days (Friday to Monday) of the FLIIMOB episode. Different
time evolution between a weekday and weekend emission are visible. The total amount of point
and area emissions for NO* is in about the same range. During weekdays the NO* emissions
show a daily double peak structure, indicating the morning and evening rush hours. All anthro-
pogenic non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC) are summed up and presented in
Figure 3.6. The dominant NMVOC source is Berlin, followed by some other cities in Branden-
burg, for example Cottbus (51.2'N, 14.19"E) and Franldurt/Oder (52.2'N, 14.33"E). The total
area NMVOC emissions (upper panel, Fig. 3.6) show much higher amounts compared to the
point emissions (lower panel). The area NMVOC emissions show concentrations comparable to
the NO* emissions of about 10 t/h whereas the point NMVOC emission rates lie at about 0.5 t/h.
During weekdays the NMVoc emissions are higher than in the weekend.
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4 Validation of Meteorological Parameters
In this chapter a comparison between the real weather condition, the observation data sets and
the simulations as calculated by the REMO and the GESIMA model will be carried out. First,
the weather condition which occurred during the FLUMOB measurement campaign is intro-
duced. Then, this large scale weather condition is compared with the REMO simulation. A
validation and a statistical analysis between the observed and simulated time series of meteo-
rological parameters is calculated with the results of the GESIMA simulation. A comparison
between the REMO and the GESIMA simulation will not be discussed in detail because the
blocking weather condition and the flat terrain of Berlin - Brandenburg did not produce lo-
cally pronounced mesoscale weather phenomena. Therefore, differences occurring between the
weather conditions as calculated by the REMO and the GESIMA model are rather small and
must be attributed mainly to the diff'erent resolutions of the models and less to the models dy-
namical and physical formulations. Thus, in this speciflc case a more detailed study is not
required. The validation of meteorological parameters as carried out in this chapter is performed
mainly to enable the evaluation of the chemical simulation.
4.1 Weather Condition during FLUMOB
The weather condition during the FLUMOB measurement campaign between July 23 and28,
L994 were characleized by a quasi stationary high pressure system over central Europe and
fast moving low pressure systems over the Northeast Atlantic (Geb and Naujokat, 1994). The
European weather conditions for July 23, 25 and 27 at 00 UTC are presented in Figure 4.1
showing the mean sea-level pressure and the geopotential height field at 500 hPa as analysed by
the 'Europa Model' of the German Weather Service (Majewski, 1991) in 0.5o resolution. The
2J0794 00 UTC 250794 00 UIC 270794 00 UtC
Figure 4.1: Analysis data in 0.5o resolution from the Europa Model: Mean sea-level pressure (dashed
lines) and the 500 hPa geopotential height field (solid lines) on July 23, 25 and 27, 1994 at 00 UTC.
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quasi stationary trough over Central Europe of the 500 hPa geopotential height field displays
the blocking situation. During the first three days of this episode (July 23 to 25) the surface
high pressure system was centered over the Baltic sea and Scandinavia; Central Europe was
influenced by easterly winds connected with a transport of continental dry air masses. A weak
low pressure system crossed Germany on July 26. Behind that flat low pressure trough a new
high pressure system developed over Germany which lead to an influence by northern winds
with humid air masses during the 26th and the 27th. The maximum temperatures surpassed
30'C in Germany for all days reaching the highest temperatures, above 34oC, in Berlin,
Germany, on July 25.
4.2 Meteorological REMO Simulation
The meteorological simulation of the REMO I/6'model resembles the observations (Fig. 4.1),
showing realistically modelled mean sea-level pressure fields and horizontal wind components
in 10 m height over Germany (Fig. a.D. The minor deviations of the simulated mean sea-
level pressure fields over the Alps can be ascribed to the different horizontal resolutions of the
compared model and the analysis data sets and therefore to differences in the representation of
topography. The good agreement between the observed and simulated meteorological parame-
ters was expected because the REMO 0.5o, as well as the REMO 1/6o, simulations are initialized
and driven directly by the analysis data sets as described in chapter 3.2.
250794 00 UTC 250794 00 UTC 270794 00 UTC
,
I¡
Figure 4.2: Meansea-level pressure (solid lines) and horizontal wind components in 10 m height on July
23,25 and27 at00 UTC as simulated by the REMO 1/6o model. Contour lines every 2.5hPa.
A direct comparison of point measurements with the corresponding grid boxes of the
REMO 1/6o simulation is presented in Fig. 4.3 for the wind velocity and direction at differ-
ent levels for the time period of the whole FLUMOB episode. The wind profiler measurements
are taken at the observation station Lindenberg. The variability of the wind velocity is slightly
underpredicted by the REMO model but the general correspondence between the measured and
simulated wind components is good. The simulation of the wind directions resembles the ob-
served condition even better: This is the turning of the wind from south-easterly to northern
directions in the two lower levels of 24O m and 1300 m, and the wind turning from northern to
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Figure 4.3: Wind direction ['] (left panel) and velocity [m/s] (right panel) in three height niveaus (240 m
(lower panel), 1300 m (middle panel) and 3250 m (upper panel)) are compared between the REMO
simulation (solid line) and measured wind profiler data sets (points) at station Lindenberg.
As an example of the temperature evolution in Berlin-Brandenburg during the time of the FLU-
MOB period observed 2 m temperatures are compared with modelled values (Fig. 4.4). The
time series comparison shows an average over all 17 stations located in Berlin-Brandenburg and
the average over the colresponding model grid boxes. The modelled temperatures are diagnosti-
cally interpolated to the 2 m level. The observed daily maximum temperatures increased steadily
during the flrst three days and reached about 33oC on the 25th. After that day the maximum tem-
peratures decreased again. The daily minimum temperatures increased from day to day during
the entire episode. These features, as well as the evolution of the daily temperature cycle, is well
reproduced by the model. But the model tends to overestimate the daily minimum temperatures
occurring during the night and in the early morning hours. The 2 m level is not explicitly re-
solved by the REMO model and therefore the development of the night time inversion layer can

















Figure 4.4: Time series of observed (points) and modelled (solid line) temperatures ["C] at 2 m height
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Figure 4.5: Cloud cover as simulated by the REMO 1/6o model. The cloud cover is averaged over the
FLUMOB episode (July 23 until July 28) and separated into three levels: low level (left panel), medium
level (middle), high level (right panel). Contours every l}Vo of cloud fraction.
The modelled cloud cover averaged over the FLUMOB period (Iuly 23 until July 28) is presented
in Fig. 4.5. To enable a cloud classification, the cloud coverage is separated into three levels:
low level clouds appear below 800 hPa, middle level clouds between 800 and 400 hPa, and
high level clouds above 400 hPa. Focusing on the area of the FLIIMOB campaign, Berlin-
Brandenburg, no low and medium level cloud activity is modelled. Only high level clouds and
thus cimrs cloud activity (Fig. 4.5,rìght panel) is simulatedby the model with cloud cover
reaching I0 - 30To. The comparison of the simulated cloud cover with satellite pictures and
weather observations showed that the FLUMOB episode was almost cloud free with only some
high cimrs clouds occurred. But on the 26th some convective activity and weak thunderstorm
activity appeared in Brandenburg. These events are underestimated by the model, which also
explains the modelled temperature overestimation on the 26th. Apart from these events the
modelled cloudiness corresponds to the observations. However, the observed cloud activity was
rather weak and maybe of a too small scale to be covered by the regional model. Another reason
for the underrepresentation of cloudiness in the model simulation might be an underestimation
of the specific humidity in the lower troposphere.













Figure 4.6: Locations of the weather ob-
servation stations in Berlin-Brandenburg.
As the REMO simulation was compared to the mean
weather condition, the GESIMA simulation is anal-
ysed in more detail because the higher resolution of the
GESIMA simulation enables a comparison of the model
results to single station measurements. Figure 4.6 gives
an overview about the geographical distribution of the
observation stations of the German Weather Service in
Berlin-Brandenburg used for the validation of meteoro-
logical parameters. A statistical evaluation is calculated
for the time series of observed and model simulated
parameters. The statistical parameters as introduced in
















4.3 Meteorclogical GESIMA Simulation
simulation of near surface data:
Table 4.1 : Statistics of Time Series of 2 m Temperatures*
* The terms n, b, r2 and d are dimensionless, while the remaining terms have units of oC.
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The statistical are described in C






























































































































































































































Table 4.1 lists the evaluation statistics calculated for all weather stations that reported temper-
ature measurements. Hourly data sets are used for the analysis. The measurements are taken
at 2 m height. The modelled 2 m temperature are interpolated to the 2 m level including the
temperature in 10 m and at the Earth's surface in consideration of a logarithmic vertical pro-
file (Sorbjan, 1986). The statistical analysis shows that the modelled mean temperatures M
areslightlyoverestimatedbyabout I-2'C. Thestandarddeviations 6o,6v areof thesame
range and compare quite well. The slope b of the least-squares fit is in most cases lower than
unity, and the intercept ø is greater than zero. Only the two city stations Berlin-Tempelhof and
Berlin-Alexanderplatz show inverse coherence. The systematic component of the RMS errors
,Ðg makes up the main part of the total RMS error .8. Therefore, the statistical parameters in-
dicate that the model produces a good linear fit with the observed temperatures, with accurate
simulation of the temperature swing and a weak overestimation of the mean temperatures caused
by overprediction of the daily maximum temperatures. The high values of the index of agree-
ment d summarize the good agreement between the observed and modelled temperatures.
Two temperature time series at different locations representing urban and rural conditions, re-
spectively, are shown in Fig. 4.7. The entire 168 h calculation is presented for the stations
Berlin-Tempelhof and Neuruppin. The modelled time series resembles the observations nearly
perfectly at station Neuruppin. Even the minimum temperatures during the early morning hours,
which are systematically overestimated in the REMO model, are almost exactly simulated by the
GESIMA model. The high accuracy of the model calculation is also indicated in the scatter plot
where modelled temperatures are plotted against observed temperatures. At the urban station
Berlin-Tempelhof the 2 m temperature is also modelled in good agreement with the observa-
tions but the maximum temperatures are overestimated. During July 26 this overprediction can
be explained by the missing clouds in the simulation. However, strong overprediction of daily
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Figure 4.7: Modelled (solid line) and observed (circles) time series of temperatures at2 m height in "C
for Berlin-Alexanderplatz (upper left panel) and Neuruppin (lower left panel). Scatter plot of modelled vs
observed temperatures for Berlin-Alexanderplatz (upper right panel) and Neuruppin (lower right panel).
The thin black line represents perfect agreement.
Alexanderplatz and Berlin-Tempelhof. This overprediction is caused by overestimated surface
temperatures at the urban model grid points. Additionally, near surface temperatures under
heterogeneous city conditions are strongly influenced by the local conditions which inturn are
subgridscale in the model.
Table 4.2: Statistics of Time Series of Wind Direction*
n The terms n, b, r2 and d are dimensionless, while the remaining terms have units of o
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4.3 Meteorological GESIMA Simulation
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Figure 4.8: Modelled (solid line) and observed (circles) time series of wind direction in ["] for Linden-
berg (upper panel) and Kyritz (lower panel). The observations are taken at 10 m height. Scatter plot of
modelled vs observed wind speed for Lindenberg (upper right panel) and Kyritz (lower right panel). The
thin black line represents perfect agreement.
The validation of the modelled wind field is separated into wind direction and speed. Table 4.2
shows the wind direction statistics. The index of agreement varies from a rather poor result of
0.52for the station Leipzig-Schkeuditz, situated at the boundary grid point of the model domain,
and reaches the agreement value 0.84 for Genthin, but generally is significantly greater then 0.5.
The comparison of the mean observed and modelled values shows that the simulated wind di-
rections are slightly clockwise rotated. The standard deviations show comparable variability and
the systematic error dominates the total effor. Time series of the wind direction at station Lin-
denberg, situated in the south-east of Berlin, and station Kyritz in the north-west of Brandenburg
are presented in Fig. 4.8. The digital structures in the wind observations (Fig. 4.8 and 4.9) are
caused by the coarse resolution of the FLUMOB data set. The observed wind directions show
quite similar evolution which demonstrate the homogeneous conditions in Brandenburg during
the FLUMOB episode. During the flrst four days the dominating wind direction was around east
(90") at station Lindenberg. At Kyritz a daily cycle is observed where the wind turns during
the day to 180o and back to 90o during the night. In the morning of the 26th a large scale wind
Table 4.3: Statistics of Time Series of V/ind Velocity*
* The terms n, b, 12 and d are dimensionless, while the remaining terms have units of [nz/s]
^ÁY
oo/Oo
















The statistical parameters are described in c.
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Figure 4.9: Modelled (solid line) and observed (circles) time series of wind speed in [m/s] for Linden-
berg. The observations are taken at 10 m height. Scatter plot of modelled vs observed wind speeds. The
thin black line represents perfect agreement.
turning begins. The described general characteristics of the wind field are reproduced by the
model with some minor discrepancies.
A statistical validation of the simulated wind velocities is difficult because of the low wind
speeds. Some statistical examples are given in Table 4.3. The observations and the model re-
sults show low and comparable wind velocities, but the weak amplitude of the variability leads to
low indexes of agreement. However, the model resembles the observations reasonably. The time
series at station Lindenberg (Fig. a.9) indicates the weak wind velocities of about 2 m/s with
a minimum of about 1 m/s in the afternoon and a maximum of about 4 m/s around midnight.
During the first days, the FLUMOB
episode was charactenzed by very dry
air masses. On the 26th more humid
air masses were advected into the area
of interest, Berlin-Brandenburg. Fig-
ure 4.10 shows a comparison between
vertical profiles of radio-sondes data for
relative humidity and the corresponding
model results at station Lindenberg twice
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Figure 4.10: Radio-sondes profiles (dashed line) and
GESIMA profiles (solid line) for the relative humidity
[7o] between 0 to 3500 m height at Lindenberg on July 23,
25 and 27 at OO UTC (upper panel) and 12 UTC (lower
panel).
the earth's surface from about 207o at
noon on the 23'd ap to 407o at the 27th
(Fig. 4.10, lower panel) and from 407o to
60Vo at" midnight (upper panel). The com-
parison demonstrates that the GESIMA
simulation captures the increasing hu-
midity, the night time inversion layer and
the vertical gradient in the lowest 1500 m.
In higher levels more deviations occur.
One reason is a too low planetary bound-
ary height in the model. For example on
the23'd (Fig. 4.10, left column) the plan-























Table 4.4: Observed Maximum of the in [m.l
Table 4.4 summarizes observed maximum mixing heights at station Lindenberg and Kremmen
as analysed by Stark et al. (1995). Before the 23'd the planetary boundary height extended
to a height of approximately 3000 m. Between the 23'd and the 26tr' the maximum observed
planetary boundary height increased up to 3300 m, and locally up to 3800 m. After the 26th
the maximum mixing height decreased again reaching up to 2000 - 230O m altitude. GESIMA
simulates daily maximum mixing height between 2000 and 3000 m and REMO between 2000
and 2500 m, with higher mixing heights during the flrst days and lower mixing heights after the
26th. Theplanetary boundary height is generally underestimated in both models. The reason for
this can be an underprediction of the turbulent fluxes during these hot weather conditions.
4.4 Discussion
The analysis of the meteorological simulation of the REMO model shows very satisfying re-
sults. The largest discrepancy was the nearly cloud free troposphere whereas weak cloudiness
appeared in reality. This deviation leads to some overprediction in temperature and demonstrates
the underprediction of humidity in the middle troposphere. However, the cloud free REMO sim-
ulation enables a better comparability between the REMO and the GESIMA simulations because
all GESIMA simulations are calculated without physical and chemical cloud parameterizations.
The results of the detailed quantitative error analysis of the 2 m temperature and wind simula-
tion shows that GESIMA simulates the meteorological condition with reasonably good preci-
sion for the seven days of the simulation period. A realistic simulation of the wind field is of
great importance for the chemical simulation because small deviations in the wind field influ-
ence the transport, and therefore the distribution, of the chemical species. The vertical profiles
show deviations between the observed and modelled planetary boundary height. The model
tends to underpredict the planetary boundary height which also influences trace gas concentra-
tions strongly. The main deviations between the REMO and the GESIMA model occur in the
planetary boundary layer. The reason for this is the higher horizontal and vertical resolution
of the GESIMA model which redundantize a detailed comparison between the REMO and the
GESIMA simulation. The homogeneous weather condition and the flat topography in the area of
Brandenburg lead to no small-scale meteorological phenomenon during the FLUMOB episode.
Even the observations show nearly no small-scale features, so that GESIMA represented the
observed case and did not underpredict the horizontal variability. Therefore, this case was not
very demanding for the dynamical and physical part of the non-hydrostatic meso-scale model.
It is important to note that in this investigation the chemical condition is the main interest and




5 UALIDATION OF SIMWATED TRACE GAS CONCENTRATIONS
Validation of Simulated Trace Gas Concentrations
The weather condition during the FLUMOB measurement episode was optimal for the photolyt-
ical production of ozone and other photooxidants because of high temperatures and strong solar
irradiation. Due to the meteorological conditions the FLUMOB period can roughly be divided
into two episodes. The first episode from July 22tntllJuly 25, was characterizedby advected
air masses coming from the south-east. Strong vertical mixing raised the planetary boundary
layer height up to 3000 meters. During the following days the FLUMOB area was influenced by
sub-tropical air masses coming from southern directions. In addition to high ozone concentra-
tions high amounts of precursor gases were transported to the Berlin - Brandenburg area, during
the second episode. In the following the period from July 22 to Jtily 25, 1994 will be denoted as
episode l and the period between July 25 until the end of the measurement campaign, July 28,
will be named episode II.
5.1. TFace Species Observations during FLIIMOB
Throughout the FLUMOB measurement campaign chemical trace gas concentrations were
measured at several stations in Berlin and Brandenburg. The geographical distribution of the
stations is indicated in Fig. 5.1 1 (left panel) for the area of Berlin-Brandenburg. The monitoring
stations in Berlin are presented in Fig. 5.11 (right panel) separately because of the high density
of urban stations. Stations take measurements 3.5 meters above ground. Only two elevated
stations are included: Turm Frohnau where the trace gases are sampled at 324 meters and
Grunewald where measurements are taken at the standard level and additionally at 25 meters.
At these stations concentrations of ozone, nitrogen oxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and
carbon monoxide were observed, but only the measurements of ozone and nitrogen dioxide
were reported completely. Therefore, only ozone and nitrogen dioxide observation are used
here for the validation of model results. However, it would have been beneficial to have more
Figure 5.1 1: Map of the area Berlin-Brandenburg (left panel) including the locations of the monitoring


















5.2 Time Series S¿arisdcs 45
monitoring sites located in the south-west in the domain so that the surface observations would
cover the whole model area. Besides these stationary observations, aircraft measurements were
carried out several times every day in the planetary boundary layer. Two different airplanes took
part: The motor gliders S10VC from MetAIR (Neininger and Bciumle,1994) and ASK-16 from
the Free University of Berlin (Stark et al., 1995). Ozone concentrations above the planetary
boundary layer were observed by three ozone radio soundings only.
5.2 Time Series Statistics
The GESIMA model simulation is validated by using time series of half hourly observed
surface concentrations. The statistical measures are introduced in appendix C. The statistics
are calculated individually for each observing station. No station is neglected independent of
the stations representativity compared to the volume of a model grid boxes. The calculated
performance statistics for each station highlights systematic errors in the simulation caused by
local effects, as shown below.
The performance statistics for ozone simulations at all stations are listed in Table 5.5. The model
performs well for all stations, with indices of agreement, d, ranging from 0.53 to 0.93. The
Table 5.5: Near Surface Ozone Time Series Statistics
The terms n, b, 12 and d are dimensionless, while the remaining terms have units of [ppb"].
The statistical are described in c.
































































































































































































































































































































































46 5 UALIDATION OF SIMWATED TRACE GAS CONCENTRAT/ONS
Table 5.6: Near Surface NOz Time Series Statistics



























































































































































































































































































































good accuracy of the model is indicated by smaller unsystematic effor values, ,Ey, compared
to the systematic ërror, Eg. The differences between the model results and the observations
is almost linear. This is indicated by similar standard deviations for the observations and the
simulated concentrations. The relatively large values of the linear regression intercept, o,,
and the low values of the slope, b, indicate that the model has some difñculties in producing
very high ozone concentrations. The comparison of the mean modelled and observed ozone
values shows that the model underpredicts the observed ozone concentrations except at five
stations. Four of these stations, Burg, Eisenhüttenstadt, Spremberg and Doberlug, are located
close to the lateral boundaries of the model domain in the predominant inflow direction
indicating deficiencies in the surface layer caused by nesting of two models with different
vertical resolution. These stations are strongly influenced by advected air masses from outside
the model domain. High ozone concentrations are advected over the night into the lowest
level of the GESIMA model area. This is due to the coarser vertical resolution of the REMO
model. The lowest model layer of the REMO model extends to approximately 80 m height
above ground whereas in the GESIMA model the lowest box is only 20 m high. Overnight,
close to the earth's surface a stable cold air layer develops in which ozone is removed by
reaction with nitric oxide and dry deposition. This leads to the development of a steep vertical
ozone gradient in the near surface layers during the night which is not resolved by the REMO
simulation. Therefore, overestimated ozone concentrations are advected overnight into the
GESIMA domain and influence the first lateral gridpoints at the inflow boundary close to
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the surface as demonstrated at the four stations discussed. The fifth station where the mean
ozone concentration is overestimated is 'Berlin-Charlottenburg Stadtautobahn'. Because of its
special location directly at the city motorway this station is strongly influenced by extreme local
traffic emissions, causing low ozone concentrations, which can not be resolved in detail by the
model. However, also other stations are each more or less locally influenced. For example,
the Potsdam, Potsdam-Observatorium and Potsdam-West stations are located close to each
other but obviously different ozone concentrations are observed, Nevertheless, from this flrst
comparison it can be summarized that the model captures the characteristics of the observations
except for the total amount of ozone which is systematically underpredicted .
The statistics for the nitrogen dioxide simulations are listed in Table 5.6. The indices of
agreement vary strongly between the single stations. The mean simulated and observed
NO2 mixing ratios are comparable and overprediction and underprediction occur with
similar frequency. At some stations, there is no correlation at all between the modelled
and observed NOz mixing ratios. NOz is a highly reactive substance with a short lifetime
under sunny weather conditions and at some stations the concentrations are extremely low.
However, the quality of the simulated near surface NO2 concentrations is of satisfying precision.
Table 5.7 Time Series Statistics
Table 5.8: Time Series Statistics
Table. 5.7 and Table 5.8 show the statistics for the two elevated stations Grunewald and Turm
Frohnau. The locations have an ozone index of agreement of 0.77 and 0.76, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, the standard deviations show similar variability. For the point measurement at Turm
Frohnau this is a particularly good result. As discussed before, at Turm Frohnau total ozone is
slightly underestimated as well, but only by about 5 ppb".
5.3 Single Station Analysis
The time series of half hourly ozone and NOz mixing ratios for the entire FLUMOB episode
will be discussed exemplary at three different stations. The stations have been carefully selected
to represent different characteristics of trace gas distributions in the model domain. Urban
conditions are represented by Berlin-Mitte (Fig. 5.12) which is located in the center of Berlin.
Observations from Neuglobsow (Fig. 5.13) represent rural conditions in the predominant
downwind direction of Berlin and Cottbus-South (Fig. 5.1a) shows ozone and NO2 mixing
ratios in the dominant upwind direction of Berlin in the south-east corner of the domain.
The ozone time series at Berlin-Mitte show that the model simulates urban ozone mixing ratios
with high accuracy. The simulation of the NO2 concentrations is less precise but the mean
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Figure 5.12: Berlin-Mitte time series of modelled (grey line) and observed (black circles) mixing ratios
for ozone (upper panel) and nitrogen dioxide (lower panel). The mixing ratios are given in ppbu.
vary between 10 and 60 ppb". The diurnal cycle shows a double peak structure with maximum
values in the early morning and in the evening hours corresponding to the traffrc rush hours.
During episode /1 (July 25 until 28) higher NO2 concentrations are observed compared to
episode 1 (July 22 wt1l25). This feature is not reproduced by the model and will be explained
in section 5.5.3. The steady increase of measured ozone and NOz concentrations indicates
an enhanced ozone production capacity. Generally, the ozone concentrations exhibit a diurnal
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Figure 5.13: Neuglobsow time series of modelled (grey line) and observed (black circles) mixing ratios

























5.3 Single Station Analysis 49
This pattern results from the daytime photochemical production and is intensified at days by
the downward transport of ozone enriched air from the residual layer. Ozone loss throughout
the day occurs by dry deposition and reaction with nitric oxide. At night, when photochemical
production ceases, the vertical transport is inhibited by an inversion layer. At the urban station,
Berlin-Mitte, the local NO emissions are strong enough to cause complete nighttime ozone
depletion.
The rural nature of the Neuglobsow station is evidenced by the extremely low NO2 concen-
trations around 3 ppb" as shown in Figure. 5.13. Therefore, ozone observed at Neuglobsow is
not produced by local emissions. Rather it must have been transported to this rural station by
horizontal advection and downward vertical mixing. The predominant wind direction, except
during the July 26 - 27 period was south-east, so that Neuglobsow was influenced by the Berlin
city plume. Ozone concentrations at Neuglobsow reach the same daily maximum values during
episode 1 as observed at Berlin-Mitte, but during episode 11 even higher ozone concentrations
appear at the rural station. Ozone maximum concentrations increase by about 30 ppb' from
episode I to episode 11. In contrast to the urban station, the nocturnal ozone depletion does not
destroy ozone completely due to the absence of NO in this rural area. In general, the model
captures the features of the station but underestimates the ozone mixing ratio.
Cottbus-South is located in the south-east of Brandenburg. The NO2 mixing ratio measure-
ments (Fig 5.1a) show low concentrations during episode l and enhanced concentrations during
episode 11. It should be noted that the measurements on Friday the 22th are missing and the
two following days are weekend days where emissions are generally smaller. However, ozone
concentrations increase day by day. On July 27, Cottbus was influenced by the Berlin city
plume due to wind direction turning. On all other days Cottbus was upstream of Berlin.
The scatter plots for the ozone concentrations for the three monitoring stations discussed above
and given inFig.5.15 summarizethe quality of the model simulation atthese sites. Thebest
result are at the rural station Berlin-Mitte. This highlights that local ozone production close
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Figure 5.14: Cottbus-South time series of modelled (grey line) and observed (black circles) mixing
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Figure 5.15: Scatter plot of modelled vs observed ozone mixing ratios in ppbv for Berlin-Mitte (left
panel), Neuglobsow (middle panel) and Cottbus-South (right panel). The solid line indicate perfect agree-
ment.
the high quality of the anthropogenic emission data sets. At the Neuglobsow and Cottbus-
South stations ozone is generally underpredicted. At Cottbus-South this effect is somehow
masked by the overprediced ozone during night between the 27th and, the 28th (Fig.5.14).
However, we can conclude that surface ozone is slightly underpredicted in the rural environment.
The Grunewald station, located in a forest of Berlin, provides the daily cycle of the vertical
ozone gradient (Fig. 5.16, upperpanel), because measurements are taken in 3.5 m and25 m
above the ground. These values are compared with simulated ozone concentrations in the first
and the second model layer (Fig. 5.16, lower panel) representing the conditions at 10 m and























Figure 5.16: Grunewald time series of observed ozone concentrations (upper panel) at two different
heights. The measurements are taken in 3.5 m height (grey dots) and25 m height (black dots). The mod-
elled ozone concentrations (lower panel) are given for the first model layer representing concentrations at
l0 m (grey line) and the second model layer (black line) representing concentrations at 30 m. All mixing


















































Frí 22.7 Sol 23.7 Sun 24.7 Mon 25.7 Tue 26.7 Wed 27.2 Thu 28.7
Figure 5.17: Turm Frohnau time series of modelled (grey line) and observed (black circles) mixing
ratios for ozone (upper panel) and nitrogen dioxide (lower panel) in 324 m height. The mixing ratios are
given in ppb,.
during the daytime, but the nocturnal ozone depletion is stronger in the near surface level. This
vertical feature is well simulated by the model. But at this grid point the near surface ozone
concentrations are underestimated because the model resolution is still too coarse to resolve
the city forest, thus background city conditions are assumed in the model. However, these
measurements demonstrate the importance of high vertical resolution to enable the comparison
between simulated ozone concentrations and ground based measured ozone concentrations.
Turm Frohnou Further insight into ozone concentrations in a higher atmo-
spheric layer is given by measurement at Turm Frohnau. This
tower is located in the north of Berlin and the measurements
are taken at324 m height. Figure 5.17 shows the time series
of modelled and observed ozone and NO2 concentrations. At
night the tower measurements represent the concentrations
of the reservoir layer above the ground inversion. During the
day, the monitoring point at 324 m height is located in the
mixing layer. At this level the ozone concentrations show a
Figure 5.18: Scatter plot of mod- weak diurnal cycle. The comparison between observed and
elled vs observed ozone mixing simulated NO2 concentrations at this elevated level shows
ratios in ppb, for Turm-Frohnau. that the model is able to simulate the NO2 peaks which indi-
The solid line indicates the perfect cate convective events when No2 is verticàlly mixed withinagreement' the boundary layer. Enhanced ozone concentrations on July
25 are caused by the local ozone production over Berlin because this day the tower was influ-
enced by the city plume. But after the 25th, the tower was again independent of city pollutants,
so that background ozone concentrations were measured. Again, the differences are clearly
visible with Ozone concentrations increasing about by 20 - 30 ppb, between episode I and II.
The ozone scatter plot (Fig. 5.18) shows that ozone is still reasonably simulated at this elevated



























52 5 UALIDATION OF SIMWATED TRACE GAS CONCENTRATIONS
To get a more detailed three-dimensional picture of photochemical air pollution and to study
the reason from the rural ozone underprediction, two days of this summer smog event will be
studied in detail. Saturday July 23 will be analysed as an example of a day during episode I
and Tuesday, the 26th will be studied for episode 11. These days are reasonably representative
as documented in Table. 5.9 where the quantitative error statistics are calculated for every day
including all surface based monitoring stations. The index of agreement, d, varies between 0.71
and 0.87.
Table 5.9: Surface Ozone Time Series Statistics (day by day)
5.4 Saturday July 23,1994
5.4.1 Comparison of Horizontal Distributions
Saturday, Jluly 23, was the first day of the measurement campaign and the second day of the
model simulation. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 compare the observed and modelled horizontal dis-
tributions of near surface ozone and NO2, respectively. The filled circles depict the observed
concentrations. In Fig. 5.20 the simulated wind direction is also presented. The color bar scales
can differ from one figure to another. The figures present the results for three different times of
the day: At 5 UTC in the morning when the remaining concentrations from the night start to get
mixed with the early morning emissions or freshly produced pollutants, around 14 UTC when
ozone concentrations maximize, and 2I UTC for evening concentrations shortly before sunset
when photochemical production ceases.
The predominant observed wind direction was south-east for this day. During the day the wind
turned to south and back to south-east. The mean wind velocity was rather weak with observed
velocities of about 1-3 m/s. The horizontal distribution of modelled NO2 compares well with the
observed concentrations (Fig. 5.19). Even the strong local gradient of the NO2 concentrations in
the city area of Berlin is simulated by the model. In the morning maximum NO2 mixing ratios
occur in the city of Berlin, above the motorways and a little bit further downwind of these strong
emission sources. High NO2 concentrations are modelled in the morning in the north-west of
Berlin. This NO2 partly originates from NO* that was accumulated in Berlin over the night and
advected to the north during the early morning. The south-easterly wind direction advected this
residual of high NO* concentrations directly over the motorway so that the concentrations are
additionally enriched by freshly emitted NO*. During the day (Fig. 5.19, middle panel) the NO2
concentrations are very low due to the fast NO* consumption by photochemical reactions. Only




































































































5.4 Saturday JuIy 23, 1994 53
the evening (Fig. 5.19, right panel) the NOz mixing ratio increases due to the decreasing photo-
chemical activity.
The comparison between the observed and simulated ozone concentrations is presented in
Fig. 5.20. In the morning total ozone depletion occurs in the city and very low ozone con-
centrations are found close to the motorways. Highest ozone concentrations are visible in the
rural areas between the motorways. The high concentrations at the inflow boundary are advected
from outside into the model domain. This is caused by the discrepancy of the vertical resolution
between GESIMA and REMO as has previously been discussed. In the afternoon maximum
ozone concentrations occur in the downwind direction of Berlin. No isolated city plume de-
velops on this day because the predominant wind direction advects the city ozone and ozone
precursors over the motorway where there is a residual of NO concentrations thereby preventing
the development of a simple structured city plume due to NO titration close to the motorway.
The high ozone mixing ratios in the south-west of the domain are produced by locally emitted
precuruors and by advected pollutants and precursors coming from outside the domain from the
area around Halle - Bitterfeld. In the evening the fastest ozone depletion occurs in the NO*
contaminated urban regions. In the rural environment ozone destruction is slower.
The comparison shows that ozone is well modelled in the urban area of Berlin. Even the local
structures inside the city area can be reproduced by the model. For example the strong ozone
depletion close to the big motorways in the western part of Berlin is well represented. How-
o
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Figure 5.19: Near surface NOz concentrations in ppb, at 5 UTC (left panel), 14 UTC (middle panel)
and2l UTC (right panel). Observations are overlayed by the circles.
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Figure 5.20: Near surface OB concentrations in ppb, and wind directions at 5 UTC (left panel), 14 UTC













54 5 UALIDATION OF SIMWATED TRACE GAS CONCENTRATTONS
ever, surface ozone is partly underpredicted in the rural environment, independent of whether
the station is located upstream or downstream of Berlin.
5.4,2 Vertical Tþace Gas Distributions on the 23"d
In the planetary boundary layer the distribution of atmospheric pollutants are measured by air-
craft. Two different motor gliders participate in the FLUMOB campaign. One plane from the
Free University of Berlin called ASK16 and another one from the MetAIR. During MetAIR
flights ozone and NO2 concentrations were monitored. During the ASK flights only ozone was
measured. Table 5.10 shows all flight times for Júy 23. The simulated vertical ozone distri-
butions at 6 NßZ,, 15 l\/ßZ and 22lvßZ (Fig.5.21) illustrate the three dimensional structure
of ozone distributions and facilitate the interpretation of the aircraft measurements. Figure 5.21
shows a vertical cut from west to east along the 52.5"N latitude. Berlin is situated in the center
of the figures. In the morning and evening a vertical gradient of ozone concentrations occurs
with minimum values at the surface and total ozone depletion close to and downwind of the city.
In the afternoon hours the planetary boundary layer up to 2000 m is well mixed and maximum
ozone concentrations of about 70 ppb" are visible downwind of Berlin.
0. 10.
Figure 5.2I: Yefücal03 distributioninppb, along52.5oNlatitude at6l\/tÊZ(leftpanel), IlMIEZ
(middle panel) and 22\/ßz (left panel). The height niveaus are given in meters.
To compare aircraft measurements with model results the simulated concentrations are interpo-
lated in space and time onto the flight pattern using a pointer technique (Schaller and Wenzel,
1999) as shown in Fig. 5.22 toFig. 5.27. The measured concentrations are represented by the
black dashed line. The grey solid line indicates the GESIMA simulation. The thin dashed line
represents the concentrations as simulated by the REMO l/6o model:
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6,O 6.5 7,O 7-5
6.0 6.s 7.o 7 .s X START: S:1 1 I END: 7:4g
Figure 5.22: Flight ASK 1: Horizontal (right panel) and verrical (upper panel) flighr partem of flight
ASK16 A on July 23. Time series of measured (black dashed line), GESIMA lgrey soitd line) and REMO(thin dashed line) modelled ozone concentrations (lower panel) in [ppb"].
o ASK 1: Ozone was monitored in the morning hours. First the plane crossed Berlin at
500 m altitude (Fig. 5.22). Then a vertical profile was taken in the upwind direction of
Berlin' Measured and simulated ozone shows quite similar concentrations of about 40
- 50 ppb". The measured concentrations almost remain constant up to 3000 m altitude
during the vertical sounding. This shows that no residual layer with accumulated ozone
concentrations was present this morning (see also Fig. 5.21).
o MetAIR 1: The flight started in the upwind direction of Berlin, circled and crossed the
city at about 500 m altitude (Fig.5.23). The simulated ozone concentrations show only
small horizontal variability. In the upwind direction ozone is slightly underpredicted be-
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Figure 5'23: FlightMetAIR 1: Horizontal (right panel) and vertical (upper panel) flight pattern of flighr
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Figure 5.24: Flight ASK 2: As Fig. S.22b:urfor the flight ASK16 B
simulation of the NOz concentrations resembles the observations. Relatively small con-
centrations of NO2 were measured and simulated in the upwind direction of Berlin. Only
a small peak occurs around 9 l\/ß2. This peak most probably originates from emissions
from Cottbus. A strong increase of NOz occurs in the measurement as well as in the
simulation between 10 and 10.30 MEZ when crossing the city.
o ASK 2: This flight crossed Berlin in the early afternoon at about 500 m altitude (Fig. 5.2Ð.
The measured ozone concentrations increases from 50 to 90 ppb' from the upwind to the
downwind direction. The simulated concentrations only increase by about 10 ppb".
¡ MetAIR 2: The total flight period was three and a half hours (Fig. 5.25). During that
time two other flights with the ASK16 plane were carried out for different flight paths.
Two vertical profiles up to 2000 m altitude were measured. This altitude still was in-
side the planetary boundary layer as shown by the constant values of the measured ozone
concentrations. The amount of measured ozone increased on the flight track from the up-
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Figure 5.25: Flight MetAIR 2: As Fig. 5.23butfor the flight MeTAIR B
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Figure 5.26: Flight ASK 3: As Fig. 5.22butfor rhe flight ASK16 C.
during the first two hours in the upwind direction. Modelled ozone is slightly underes-
timated above the city and dramatically underestimated in the south-west of the domain.
Both measured and simulated NO2 concentrations are low. Slightly elevated NO2 con-
centrations occur over Berlin and when crossing the Berlin-Cottbus motorway at around
18l\/ßZ
o ASK 3: The flight crossed over Berlin and measured decreasing ozone concentrations
from more then about 100 to 80 ppb" (Fig. 5.26). GESIMA shows constantconcentrations
of about 70 ppb".
o ASK 4: The measurements are taken in the upwind direction of Berlin and ozone mixing
ratios of 80 - 90 ppb,, are observed (Fig. 5.27). GESIMA underestimates the measured
concentrations by 20 - 30 ppb".
Quality assurance studies for the FLIJMOB flight measurements are discussed in Kanter et al.(1995). For ozone an confidence level of t 15 %o (x 2 ppb) and for No2 * 25 vo (= 1 ppb)
were estimated (Stark et al., 1995). No direct comparison measurements were carried out, but
before and after each flight the instruments were calibrated and met the proposed quality lev-

























Figure 5.27: Flight ASK 4: As Fig. 5.22butfor the flight ASK16 D.
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compared to the three flights which were carried out before 16l\/ß2. During the following two
hours, between 16 - 18 lvßZ, ozone is underpredicted by the model. The strongest underestima-
tion occurs in the south-east area of the domain. Due to the wind direition this area was strongly
influenced by advected trace gases from outside of the domain during that day. Therefore, ozone
underprediction is perhaps caused by underestimation of advected pollutants in the afternoon
hours. After 18 MEZ there are no measurements. Nevertheless, the ozone concentrations as
simulated by the GESIMA model mostly increase the simulation as carried out by the REMO
model. The NO2 concentrations, which were only observed during the two MetAIR flights are
well reproduced by the GESIMA simulation.
5.4.3 Ozone Precursors
The comparison between the observed and modelled concentrations close to the surface and
at the flight levels shows that ozone is well simulated in the urban areas but systematically
underpredicted in the rural environment especially in the afternoon hours. However, the NOz
concentrations seem to be in the right range. Ozone and NO2 observations are insufficient to
understand and reconstruct the process of ozone formation. Photochemical ozone formation
strongly depends on the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOC's). Due to the absence of
further useful measurements a theoretical study has been carried out. The basic O3-VOC-NO*
chemical reactions will be summarized following the description of Sillman (lggg), Sillman
et al' (1990) and Seinfeld and Pandis (1998): Ozone production in the planetary boundary layer
is initialized by photolysis of NO2 (Eq. 5.1) followed by the rapid recombinarion of atomic
oxygen (O) with molecular oxygen (O2). Usually this reaction is counterbalanced by the reaction
of NO with ozone (5.2).
¡¡ç, !5 NO + O (s.1)
NO + Oz ---+ NOz* Oz (s.2)
But the NO*-chemistry alone does not explain ozone production. The chemical process of ozone
formation occurs via reaction sequences involving VOC and NO*. Reactions transforming NO
back to NO2 without consuming ozone are important, so that NO* acts as a catalyst (5.2). These
reaction sequences are almost always initiated by reactions between hydrocarbons (RH) and
OH:





HOz'+NO ----+ OH .-tNC.2 (s.s)
5.4 Saturday luly 23, 1994 59
Reactions (5'4) and (5,5) convert NO back to NOz and result in the formation of ozone when
followed by reaction (5.1). In urban or polluted atmospheres reaction (5.4) and (5.5) represenr
the dominant pathways for HO2 and RO2 radicals. In this case the rate of ozone production is
controlled by the availability of odd hydrogen radicals (defined as the sum of OH, HO2 and RO2
after Kleinman (1986)). Odd hydrogen radicals are produced by photolysis of ozone, formalde-
hyde and other intermediate organics:
oz * Hzo !1zou .+oz (s.6)
HCHO * 2O2 4 znOr' +CO (s.7)
They are removed by reactions that produce peroxide and nitric acid:
HOz ' *HO2. ---+ HzOz -f Oz (s.8)
ROz . IHO2. ---+ ROOH I Oz (s.e)
OH -+N02 ---+ HNOs (s.10)
In order to better understand ozone production NO*-sensitive and VOC-sensitive regimes are
introduced. The split into these regimes is determined by the importance of the peroxide- and
nitric-acid-formation reactions. When nitric acid represents the dominant sink of odd hydro-
gen, then the concentration of OH is determined by the equilibrium between reactions (5.6) and(5.10). In this case OH decreases with increasing NO* and either remains constant or increases
012345678
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due to the impact of reaction (5.7) with increasing VOC. In the VOC-sensitive regime the rate of
ozone formation is controlled by the hydrocarbon-OH reaction (5.3) and increases with increas-
ing VOC and decreases with increasing NO*. In the NO*-sensitive regime peroxides represent
the dominant sink for odd hydrogen, the sum HO2 + ROz is relatively insensitive to changes in
NO* or VOC. The rate of ozone formation increases with increasing NO* and is largely unaf-
fected by VOC.
The relation between ozone, NO* and VOC is presented in Fig. 5.28. This ozone isopleth plot
shows ozone concentrations as a function of NO* and VOC concentrations. The VOC concentra-
tions are shown in parts perbillion carbon ppb"C. This unit is chosen to consider the reactivity of
VOC species with respect to OH radicals rather than to the total amount of VOC. Highly reactive
VOC consisting of at least ten carbon atoms, e.g. xylenes or isoprene, typically have relatively
low ambient concentrations but high reactivity. The isopleth plot (Fig. 5.28) shows that ozone













To characterize the composition of air masses in
the area of Berlin-Brandenburg the emitted VOC's
on July 23 are shown in Fig. 5.29 subdivided
into their biogenic and anthropogenic origin. Bio-
genic hydrocarbon emissions significantly exceed
the total emissions of anthropogenic hydrocarbons.
The largest contribution to the biogenic hydrocar-
bons comes from monoterpenes. Monoterpenes
are emitted by coniferous forests and are depen-
dent on temperature. Isoprene emissions are rather
time [hours] small because of the small portion of deciduous
Figure 5.29: Anthropogenicalty (grey line) forest in Brandenburg' Anthropogenically emit-
and biogenically (black line) emitted hydro- ted hydrocarbons show a maximum between 8 and
carbonsasafunctionof timeottfredayjluty 12 UTC. This is a typical distribution for a Sat-
23, 1994). The isoprene emissions are plor- urday where people work in the morning and rest
ted separately (black dashed line) but they are in the afternoon. The horizontal distribution of an-
already included in the biogenic amounts.The thropogenic and biogenic emission sources is pre-
emissions are sampled over the whole domain sented in Fig. 5.30. The areal distribution of anthro_
and shown in units of ppbc per hour' pogenic hydrocarbons shows maximum releases in
Berlin. The distribution of the biogenic hydrocarbons shows the areas in Brandenburg cov-
ered by forests. The area as well as the total amount of biogenic emissions clearly exceeds the
anthropogenically emitted hydrocarbons. To get a more detailed understanding about the 6)3-
VOC-NO" regimes during this day in Brandenburg the VOC and NO* emissions will be divided
into three groups. One group (total) represents the conditions in the whole model domain. The
second ground (city) represents urban conditions. These emission data sets are averaged over an
area of 50 x 50 km2 covering Berlin. Rural conditions are represented by the last group (rural)
where the emission data sets are averaged over an area of 50x50 km2 in the rural south-east of
the domain. Figure 5.31 shows the diurnal emission cycle of these three groups scaled to the
area of one grid box, e.g. 16 km2. The total and the rural emitted VOC's show quite similar
magnitude and diurnal cycle. The largest fraction of VOC is of biogenic origin. Therefore, a
rural character dominates throughout the model area. The city emissions show an inverse pic-
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Figure 5'30: Anthropogenic VOC surface emissions (left panel) and biogenic VOC emissions (right
panel) at 14 UTC on July 23 in ppb,C per hour.
ture. Here the VOC's are dominated by anthropogenically emitted VOC's. The No* emissions
of these three groups are shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 5.31. Maximum NO* emissions
are released in the city. The No* emissions in the total domain show a more rural character.
The relation between the VOC and No* emissions of the total domain and their potential re-
lation to ozone formation is illustrated in Fig. 5.32 (leftpanel). This plot shows the potential
ozone production as a function of NO* and VOC emission rates and is comparable to Fig. 5.2g.














































Figure 5.31: Surface emissions as released in Berlin-Brandenburg on July 23,lgg4.Biogenicalty (grey
dashed line), anthropogenically (grey solid line), and the sum of both (black solid line). The upper left
panel shows the emissions in the whole model domain, the upper right panel for the city domain and the
lower left panel for the rural area. NO* emissions for the three groups total (black sotd llne;, city (slash
dot line), and rural (slash dot dot dot line) are shown in the lowir rlght panel. The emissions are shown
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Figure 5.32: Total emissions of VOC versus NO* in ppb" per hour and grid box area. Emissions of the
total domain (filled circles) are shown in the right and the left panel and marked by the time of the day.
Grey squares represent the city conditions and the rural conditions are marked by the grey stars. The lines
separate the VOC- and NO*-sensitive areas.
In Fig. 5.32 the NO*-sensitive and VOC-sensitive regimes are marked. The numbers represent
the time of the day for the displayed data set. Note that the Berlin-Brandenburg area is NO*-
saturated. In the morning hours the area is definitely VOC-sensitive. At noon and during the
afternoon hours the system is in an intermediate state where it is as well VOC-sensitive and
NO*-sensitive. A plot including all three groups of emission areas as discussed in this section
is presented in the right panel of Fig. 5.32. Only data during day time, when photochemistry is
active between 6 and 20 UTC, are included in that picture. The black bullets show the VOC -
NO* correlation of the total domain, as presented in the left panel. The grey squares show the
correlation of city emissions and the grey stars the VOC - NO" correlation of rural emissions.
The city area is completely NO* saturated. Urban ozone formation is only dependent on the
availability of VOC. The rural area is rather VOC-saturated. Increasing NO* as well as VOC
concentrations will increase ozone formation in the rural environment.
However, the atmospheric composition is not exclusively characterizedby directly emitted ozone
precursors. Fig. 5.33 shows the VOC concentrations in the near surface layer of the GESIMA
model at three different times on the 23'd: morning, afternoon, and evening. In the morning
close to the main emission sources, i.e. Berlin and the forests, high VOC concentrations have
accumulated. Downwind of these emission sources VOC is partly accumulated. This VOC was
emitted over night and accumulated in the absence of photochemical transformation. Fig. 5.34
shows the fraction of anthropogenic VOC. It can be concluded that the high concentrations of
VOC in the north-west of the domain originates from city emissions that are accumulated in the
night and advected to this region. But generally the major part of VOC's in Brandenburg are of
biogenic origin. In the afternoon VOC is quickly transformed into secondary pollutants so that
hardly any VOC remains in the atmosphere. In the evening VOC begins to accumulate again.
On this particular day maximum VOC concentrations occur in the areas where in the morning
high amounts of ozone precursors exist (section 5.4.1). Aging polluted air masses are transported
roughly on the same trajectory as the accumulated precursors in the night because of the nearly
constant wind direction during the day. This leads to high amounts of ozone precursors in
the overall downwind direction resulting in high ozone concentrations. Figure 5.33 and,5.34
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Figure 5.33: Total VOC surface concentrations in ppb,C ar 5 UTC (left panel), 14 UTC (middle panel)
and2I UTC (right panel), on July 23.
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Figure 5.34: Anthropogenic VOC concentrations in ppb"C at 5 UTC (left panel), 14 UTC (middle panel)
and2l UTC (right panel), on July 23.
underestimation of ozone in the southern part of the domain compared to the aircraft and surface
measurements (section 5.4.2). The lack of surface monitoring stations in the south-western area
of the domain is of great disadvantage in this case.
This theoretical study is carried out to analyse and explain the general underprediction of ozone.
It can be summarized that ozone formation in Berlin-Brandenburg is VOC-sensitive. The major
part of the VOC which are emitted in the domain is of biogenic origin. Therefore it is assumed
that emissions of biogenical hydrocarbons, e.g. isoprene and monoterpene, are underestimated.
This study shows the great importance of biogenic VOC measurements when analysing ozone
formation. Unfortunately no useful VOC measurements exist for this period. Therefore all
assumptions made in this section have to be regarded as scientific hypotheses. Their validity can
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Ttresday July 26,1994
Comparison of Horizontal Distributions
Tuesday, July 26, belongs to the episode II category. The atmosphere over Berlin-Brandenburg
is more highly polluted than during episode 1as discussed in section 5.2. The analysis of this
particular day will starl with a comparison of measured NO2 and ozone surface concentrations.
Fig. 5'35 presents near surface concentrations of NOz at three different times on July 26. The
observed and the simulated concentrations show the same features: in the morning maximum
concentrations close and downwind of the main emission sources, very small concentrations
during the day, and increasing concentrations close to the city and the motorways in the evening.
During the morning of the 26th enhanced NO2 concentrations are found west of Berlin. These
high concentrations are emitted in the city of Berlin, accumulated over night and transported
during the early morning hours to the west. VOC concentrations shown in Figure 5.36 detail
horizontal distributions of the other ozone precursors during that morning. The high VOC con-
centrations in the southern and western parts of the domain result from the mixing of freshly
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Figure 5.35: Observed (filled circles) and modelled near surface NO2 concentrations in ppbu at 5 UTC(left panel), 14 UTC (middle) atd2l UTC (right), on July 26. Different colorbars are used.
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Figure 5.36: Near surface VOC
concentrations in ppb,C at 5 UTC,
on July 26.
precursors exits in the moming in west Berlin. The diurnal
development of modelled and observed near surface ozone
concentrations is presented in Fig. 5.37-5.39. During that
day the distributions of the pollutants is strongly influenced
by the changing wind direction which occurred during that
day. The predominant wind direction is easterly during the
night. In the morning at 5 UTC (Fig. 5.37 (left panel)) ozone
is completely destroyed close to and downwind of Berlin and
the motorways. Again, the amount of advected ozone across
the lateral inflow boundaries is overestimated. The modelled
and the observed concentrations show quite similar results,
excluding the east of the domain where ozone is underpre-
dicted. Three hours later (Fig. 5.37 (right panel)) strong lo-
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Figure 5.37 : Ozone surface concentrations in ppb, and wind directions at 5 UTC (left panel) and 8 UTC(right panel) on July 26. Observations are overlayed by the filled circles. The colorbars differ between
these and the following figures.
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Figure 5.38: As Fig. 5.37 but at 10 UTC (left panel) and 14 UTC (right panel).
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Figure 5.39: As Fig.5.37 but at l8 UTC (left panel) and ZIUTC (right panel).
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southerly component of the wind direction increases in the eastern part of the domain, while in
the western part the wind comes from the western direction. In between this convergence zone
high concentrations of ozone precursor occur initializing high ozone concentrations. A narrow
band of high ozone concentrations is formed which is advected across Berlin during that day.
At 10 UTC (Fig. 5.3S (left panel), notice changed colorbars) this band of enhanced ozone con-
centrations had strengthened. At 14 UTC ozone concentrations above 100 ppb" are reached and
the ozone band crosses Berlin. Furthermore, the southerly wind has strengthened. At 1g UTC(Fig. 5'39 (left panel)) the ozone band reaches the Polish border and in the city ozone depletion
due to NO titration starts. In the evening the wind turns to a north-westerly direction and while
the ozone urban depletion is progressing ozone enriched air is advected across the northern lat-
eral boundary into the model domain. This evening ozone flux is observed in the measurements.
It is difficult to judge how well the simulation and observation compare because the structure
of the ozone distribution is extremely complex during this day. The evolution of an ozone band
is not explicitly observed by the point measurements. The formation of the ozone band results
from the precursor distributions and the complex wind structure during that day. Small fluctua-
tions in emissions, wind direction and velocity or the distribution of the other pollutants lead to
changes in the ozone distribution. Howeve¡ the main features of observed near surface ozone
distributions during this day are matched but ozone is underestimated in the rural environment
especially in the afternoon hours.
5.5.2 Vertical Tþace Gas Distributions on the 26th
The vertical ozone distributions along the 52.5oN latitude at6NßZ., ß\/ßZ andz2lvßZ are
presented in Fig. 5.40. During the night from the 25th to the 26th an ozone enriched residual
layer develops at altitudes from 100 to 2000 m. Concentrations up to 90 ppb" are simulated.
The ozone concentrations in the residual layer decreases in the morning hours (Fig. 5.40 (left
panel)) because ozone poor air masses are advected from the east into the model domain. In
the afternoon urban ozone with a mixing ratio exceeding 100 ppb,, is mixed homogeneously
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and an accumulation of ozone in the residual layer starts.
Aircraft observations cover times from 5.30 lvßZ fo 16.00 MEZ (Table 5.11). Simulated con-
centrations are intetpolated in space and time to match the flight patterns as previously discussed
in section 5.4.2. The measured concentrations are represented by the black dash dotted line. The
grey solid line indicates the GESIMA simulations and the thin dashed line represents the con-
centrations as simulated by the REMO 1/6o model. The details of the individual flights together
with a comparison of the measurements with the simulations are summarized in the following:
Table 5. 1 1: Flight Times of MetAIR and ASK16 on July 26




o ASK 1: This three hour long flight (Fig. 5.a1) observed ozone concentrations increasing
from 20 to 60 ppb" at 500 m. GESIMA maintained almost constant values around 70 ppb,,,
which is an overestimation of observed ozone concentrations during this morning. The
simulated ozone concentrations at 500 m altitude were still effected by the residual layer
which had formed the night before.
o MetAIR 1: The flight took place before noon and lasted three and a half hours. The flight
pattern in Fig. 5.42 shows that the arcraft circled twice around Berlin. The peaks of
high NO2 concentrations indicate the downwind directions of Berlin. GESIMA simulates
peaks of high NO2 concentrations as well, but some minutes before they were measured.
This is an indication of deviations in the wind direction in the 500 m height level. Ozone
is underpredicted by 20 to 30 ppb,,.
o ASK 2: This flight took place in the early afternoon hours. After Berlin was crossed
at about 500 m altitude a vertical profile was flown in the west of the domain (Fig. 5.43).
Above Berlin the observed and the simulated ozone concentrations are about 80 ppb,r. The
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Figure 5.41: Flight ASK 1: Horizontal (right panel) and vertical (upper panel) flight partern of flighr
ASK16 A on July 26. Time series of measured (black dash dotted line), GESIMA (grey solid line) and
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to 2000 m height and then decreased. GESIMA underpredicts ozone in this western part
of the domain between all levels from 1000 - 3000 m.
r MetAIR 2: This flight was rather short and Berlin was crossed at 500 m altitude(Fig' 5'aÐ. ozone and No2 is dramatically underpredicred by GESIMA.
The comparison between the aircraft observations and the GESIMA simulation shows much
poorer agreement compared to the results of July 23 as discussed in section 5.4. However, ozone
was already underestimated on the 23'd but on the 26th the underestimation increased. Also
deviations in the horizontal ozone distribution occur because of deviations in the wind direction.
The measurements at Turm Frohnau (Fig. 5.17) showed that there was a sudden jump in the
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Figure 5.42: Flight MetAIR 1 : Horizontal (right panel) and vertical (upper panel) flight pattern of flightMetAIR A on July 26. Time series of measured (black dash dotted ìine), GESIMÁ (grey solid line)






































Figure 5.43: Flight ASK 2: As Fig. 5.41 bur for flight ASK 16 B
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Figure 5.44: Flight MetAIR 2: As Fig. 5.42butfor flight MetAIR B
of changes in the background ozone and therefore that the characteristics of the advected air
masses may have changed.
5.5.3 Characteristics of Air Masses
The amount of total NO" in the troposphere is an important measure of the total oxidized ni-
trogen content and is closer to an conserved quantity than any of its constituents (Roberts,
1995). Reactive nitrogen, denoted NOr, is defined as the sum of the two oxides of nitrogen,(NO" 
- NO + NOz) and all compounds that are products of the atmospheric oxidation of NO*.
These include in adaption to the RADMII scheme nitric acid (HNOB), nitrous acid (HONO),
the nitrate radical (NOe), dinitrogen pentoxide (NzOs), peroxynitric acid (HNOa), peroxyacetyl
nitrate (PAN) and alþl nitrates (RONO2). In urban areas NO* is the dominant constituent of
NO", The ratio of NO* to NO" reflects the chemical processes which occur in an air mass after
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place in the air mass. Because NO, enters the atmosphere as NO*, the decrease in the ratio NO*
to NO" can be understood in terms of the increasing chemical conversation of NO* to organic
nitrates (principally PAN) and ro inorganic nitrares (principally HNo3).
Figure 5'45 shows the NO*/NO" ratio for all simulated days at midnight as average over the
lower 3000 m of the troposphere in the model domain. The concentrations at midnight are cho-
sen because photolytical activity rests and the NO*/NO, ratio maximizes. The figure indicates
that the NO"/NOy ratio decreases during the FLUMOB episode because NO, increases from
day to day while the NO* concentrations remain more or less constant. The increasing NO,
concentration indicates the chemical aging of the air masses and the increasing air pollution dui-
ing the FLUMOB episode. The weak increase in NO*/NO" ratio on the 28ih indicates the end
of this suÍìmer smog episode where cleaner air was advected to Germany by a passing frontal
system. A number of studies have shown that ozone formation is correlated with the NOy/NiO*
ratio (Trainer et al.,I99l, L993; Kleinman et a\.,1994).
Figure 5.46 shows the correlation between total
ozone and NO" in the lower troposphere (lowest
3000 m) in the GESIMA domain. The numbers in
Fig. 5.46 denote the days in July 1994. Increas-
ing ozone concentrations go ahead with increas-
ing NO". On July 26 the NO, concentrations is
highest indicating aged polluted air masses reach-
ing Berlin-Brandenburg. Therefore Tuesday the 26th
was strongly influenced by the history of the aged air
masses prevailing and reaching Brandenburg. This
means, that on this particular day the quality of the
soo 600 7oo 600 soo looo GESIMA simulation depends on the quality of the
ozone [ppb] simulation of the previous days and the quality of the
Figure 5.46: Conelation between ozone and coarser REMO simulation. Systematic model errors
Nor, both in ppb' and as mean over the affect the quality of the simulation in a specific way
lower 3000 m of the model domain for mid- on this day and thus also during episodeil. Ho*"u",
night' all davs' the quality of the REMO simulation is of great im-
portance.
Figure 5.47 shows the near surface ozone concentrations and wind directions at IZ WC on the
26th as simulated by the REMO l/6o model run. Ozone polluted air masses with concentrations
about 70 - 80 ppb" are advected from southern Germany to Brandenburg. These air masses are
marked by the complete devolution of the summer smog event because they originate in polluted
regions. But not primary the surface conditions influence the results of the GESIMA simulation.
The conditions in the free troposphere are only observed by a ozone balloon sounding. The
comparison of this single ozone profile, carried out on the 26th in Lindenberg at 16 UTC, to the
ozone profiles as simulated by REMO I/6o and GESIMA are presented in Fig. 5.46 (left panel).
This comparison shows the dramatic underprediction of ozone by the REMO model in the en-
tire troposphere. Close to the surface REMO shows ozone concentrations of a bout g0 ppb.'
and higher above roughly 50 ppb". The measurements show about 80 ppb" of ozone near the
earth's surface and an increase up to 110 ppb,, at 700 m altitude and above a mixing ratio of
about 100 ppb". GESIMA improves the simulation in the lowest 500 m. In the uppár half of
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Figure 5.47: Surface ozone in ppb, and wind directions atI2UTC on July 26 as modelled by the REMO
1/6" simulation (right panel). Vertical profiles of ozone mixing ratios in ppb, at Lindenbery(left panel).
The measurements (black dashed line) are compared to the REMO lblaõk tine¡ and the CÈSIMÀ lgreyline) profiles on Tuesday the26th at 16 UTC.
This comparison shows the serious underprediction of ozone throughout the entire troposphere.
This discrepancy needs further investigation and will be discussed in the next chapter where the
history of ozone formation in the REMO model will be analysed and a sensitivity experiment
will show how the GESIMA simulation is influenced by the ozone concentrations given at its
lateral boundaries.
5.6 l)iscussion
In chapter 5lhe observed and simulated ozone and NO2 concentrations are evaluated. The most
important results of this evaluation can be summarized as follows:
¡ The quantitative error analysis of the time series of near surface concentrations (sec-
tion 5.2) shows that GESIMA simulates the photochemical situation with acceptable pre-
cision for the FLIIMOB episode. The statistical analysis of surface data reveals that the
model tends to underpredict ozone, but in general there was a high correlation between
modelled and observed ozone.
o In particula¡ the comparison to urban stations shows the good performance of the model
simulation. This is also an indication that the anthropogenic emission data sets are of high
quality.
o The underprediction of surface ozone was especially pronounced in the rural environ-
ment. The character of the model domain as a whole can be classified as rural and the
ozone formation regime was found to be VOC-sensitive. Therefore the underestimations
of biogenic emissions is probably responsible for the underprediction of ozone.
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The FLUMOB period can roughly be divided in two episodes: During episode l Berlin-
Brandenburg was influenced mainly by locally formed pollutants. Deviations between
observed and modelled quantities have to be attributed mainly to improvements of the
GESMIA model' Episode 11was, in addition to local photochemical production, strongly
influenced by advected pollutants (section 5.5.3) from outside of the domain. Therefore
the boundary conditions have a large influence on the calculated trace gas concentration
and their effects have to be included in the validation.
¡ The aircraft measurements demonstrate that especially during episode II ozoneis dramat-
ically underpredicted in the lower troposphere.
o The ozone balloon sounding showed that ozone is strongly underpredicted in the free
troposphere by the REMO model and therefore by the GESIMA model as well.
In general, uncertainties of the model results are caused by several factors: meteorology, emis-
sion rates, chemistry and boundary conditions. Errors associated with meteorology, eìpecially
wind speed and direction, can lead to large underestimates or overestimates in trace species
concentrations, with errors in the location of the ozone peak. This was, for example, demon-
strated by the validation on Tuesday, July 26 where deviations of the location of the ozone
peak were detected by aircraft measurements in the afternoon. The analysed high ozone event
is associated with very low wind speeds. In this situation the uncertainty in wind speed has
the same magnitude as the wind speed itself as demonstrated in section 4.3. This issue was
also studied by Kumar and Russell (1996), Sistla et al. (1996) and, At-Wali anr| Samson(1996).
Uncertainties in the boundary layer depth can also contribute to errors in the modelled ozone(Marsik et a1.,1995)' Planetary boundary layer depth was observed by the meteorological bal-
loon soundings and, as discussed in section 4.3, underestimated by GESIMA particulariy during
episode 1' The large emissions arising from the urban core into the boundary layer and the daily
mixing of the entire boundary layer have a high impact on the model's sensitivity to errors in
the boundary layer calculation. Emission rates are probably the largest source of uncertainty.
NO" emissions are generally regarded as more accurate than VOC emissions (Hassel et al.,
1998). Since VOC emission controlled the ozone formation in Berlin Brandenburg during this
distinct summer smog situation (section 5.4.3), measurements of VOCs are of gr"ui i-portun""
but, unfortunately, they have not been carried out during the FLUMOB field experiment. A
large fraction of VOC in Germany is of biogenic origin and without measurements the biogenic
emission model can not be evaluated. The chemistry mechanism itself is another source of un-
certainty. The RADM II mechanism was analysed by Gao et at. (1996) and they found that
uncertainties in reaction rates caused 20Tounceftainty in calculated concentrations ofozone and
of other species. Finally, meteorological and chemical information at the artiflcial lateral bound-
aries and the adopted initial conditions influence substantially the model results (Brost,19gg). A
sensitivity study investigating the effects of lateral boundary conditions on the calculated ozone
concentrations is presented in chapter 6.
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6 Influence of Large Scale Conditions
6.1 Results of the REMO Simulation
The impor-tance of trace species concentrations at the lateral boundaries of the GESIMA do-
main is analysed in this section. Especially longer living species like ozone are assumed to be
sensitive to their horizontal and vertical distribution at the lateral boundaries (Brost,1988). Tro-
pospheric ozone has different life times in the planetary boundary layer and the free troposphere.
In the planetary boundary layer ozone is transformed after some hours, in the free troposphere
the life time of ozone is estimated to be roughly one week or even longer. During this time
air masses can be advected over long distances. The vertical distribution of ozone is also of
great impor-tance. Most trace gas species show maximum concentrations close to the earth's
230794 240794
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Figure 6.1: Near surface ozone concentrations in ppb, as simulated by the REMO 1/6" model for July
23 (upper left), 24 (upper right), 25 (lower left) and 26 (lower right panel) at 15 UTC, respectively. The
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surface and decrease rapidly with increasing height. Contrarily, ozone is present in the whole
troposphere with relatively high mixing ratios and increasing concentrations with a maximum
in the stratosphere at about 20-30 km height. Thus, the lifetime and distribution of ozone is also
dependent on the larger scale conditions when investigating the processes of pollutant formation
in Brandenburg.
Fig' 6.1 shows measured and modelled near surface ozone concentrations of the REMO l/6"
simulation at 15 UTC. During episode 1(July 22 - 25) the air masses near the surface are ad-
vected mainly from the east to Germany and especially to Brandenburg. The near surface ozone
concentrations increase from day to day. The comparison between simulated and observed con-
centrations reveals that during the first days, until the24th,the observations show concentrations
about 10 ppb" higher. On the 25ih model simulation and observation show quite similar ozone
concentrations, between 50 to 90 ppb,, with some monitoring stations measuring mixing ra-
tios of up to 100 ppb". Ozone is again underestimated by the REMO model on the 2{rh at
some stations in Brandenburg by up to 40 ppb". The comparison made here is for afternoon
concentrations at 15 UTC. At noon the model shows better reproduction of observed ozone
concentrations. In the afternoon and evening hours ozone underprediction increases. Although
ozone concentrations are slightly underpredicted the model performance is reasonable for the
near surface concentrations.
Fig. 6'2 presents the simulated vertical ozone distribution along 52.2ZoN latitude on the 23.d
and the 26th at 15 UTC. In the simulation ozone increases mostly in the planetary boundary
layer, below 3000 m. In the free troposphere, between 3000 and 10000 m, ozone increases only
slightly in the eastern model area and even decreases in the west.
On the 23'd, ozone poor air masses were advected from the east into the model domain, so
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Figure 6.2: Yettical distribution of ozone along 52.22"N latitude at 15 UTC on July 23 (leftpanel) and















Figure 6.3: Vertical ozone profiles at station Lindenberg. The soundings are started at 16 UTC on July
23 (bIack dashed line) and July 26 (black solid line). On the 27rt'(grey line) the sonde is launched at
10 UTC' Ozone surface measurements are plotted as diamonds for the 26ih (black) and the 27rh (grey).
The modelled concentrations are marked by solid circles. The concentrations are shown in ppb".
Towards the west ozone increases in the planetary boundary layer. The maximum ozone concen-
tration at6"E originates from the industrial area in the Netherlands. On theZ6th,the maximum
concentrations in the planetary boundary layer atgoE originate from air masses which where ad-
vected during the day across the highly polluted regions of the Netherlands and the Rhine-Ruhr
area. In the free troposphere ozone increases in the East by only 10 ppb".
Station Lindenberg is located at 52.22'N and 14.22"8 There, three ozone balloon soundings
were carried out, on July 23 and26 at 16 UTC and on July 27 at 10 UTC. The three measured
profiles and the concentrations as simulated by the REMO 1/6' model are shown in Fig. 6.3.
As has been discussed in the previous figure the modelled ozone concentrations only increase
appreciably in the planetary boundary layer. In the free troposphere ozone increases by only
10 ppb"' A different and quite unusual picture is presented by the observations. On the 23.d(Fig. 6.3 (black dashed line)) ozone reaches a mixing ratio of about 60 ppb,, in the planetary
boundary layer. However, this ozone does not seem to be primarily produced locally because on
this day Lindenberg was situated upwind of Berlin.
To explain the observed high ozone concentrations in the free troposphere backward trajectories,
calculated by the German Weather Service, are analysed. Backward trajectories give informa-
tion about the pathway of air masses at different pressure levels. The trajectories for the air
masses reaching Lindenberg on July 23 andJuly 26 are shown in Fig. 6.4 and,Fig. 6.5.
On the 23'd thenear surface air masses were advected from Scandinavia over Poland to Branden-
burg. Along this trajectory the air masses are advected over large forested areas. The assumption
(section 5'4.3) of an underestimation of biogenic emissions could explain the lack of ozone in
the simulated lower troposphere. In the free troposphere the ozone balloon soundings (Fig. 6.3)
























































from the 23'd show that at higher levels the air masses may originate from the Atlantic ocean
four days prior to their arrival in Lindenberg.
The measured profiles on the 26rh and,27th show quite similar vertical distributions of ozone
in the free troposphere. The differences in the planetary boundary layer are attributed mainly
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the daily maximum concentrations in the planetary boundary layer, whereas on the 27th the
sonde is started at 10 UTC where the daily ozone formation is still in progress. Ozone surface
measurements at station Lindenberg are plotted as diamonds in Fig. 6.4 for the 26th and.27th.
On the 27th (gtey line and diamond) the radio sonde measurement and the surface observation
show similar concentrations but on the 26th lblack line and diamond) the surface near ozone
sounding and the surface measurement differ strongly, so that the steep ozone gradient mea-
sured below 700 m height by the radio sonde is not reliable. On the 26th and 27ti, the vertical
ozone distribution in the free troposphere shows a rather uniform vertical structure with ozone
concentrations between 90 and 110 ppb". These high ozone concentrations in the lower tro-
posphere are assumed to originate from European production. In the afternoon of the 26Lh the
ozone in the lower boundary layer originates partly from local production, because during that
afternoon Lindenberg is situated downwind from Berlin and, furthermore, the near surface ozone
distribution is well simulated by the GESIMA run (Fig. 5.47). Apartfrom this local production,
which is on a subgrid scale for the REMO simulation, there is still a lack of aboutlO ppb" of
ozone in the planetary boundary layer. The backward trajectories calculated for the 26d show
that at about 700 hPa air masses from south-west Germany are advected to Lindenberg. Follow-
ing that trajectory the air masses pass highly polluted areas and ozone could have accumulated
day by day in the lower troposphere. In the simulation ozone was also accumulated in the lower
troposphere. Ozone increased from 50 to 80 ppb" between the 23,d and the 26th. The total
increase of ozone in the planetary boundary layer was only underestimated by l0 ppb". Above
the planetary boundary layer the homogeneous vertical distribution of the observed ozone con-
centrations indicate that ozone is well mixed throughout the troposphere. It is assumed that the
observed unusually high mixing ratios of about 100 ppb,, is the result of mixing of long range
transported upper level ozone and upward transported ozone from the planetary boundary layer,
formed and accumulated during the summer smog event.
Because of the lack of measurements it is difûcult to evaluate the assumption that during this
summer smog event Europe was additionally influenced by high amounts of long range trans-
poted ozone. However, it seems to be the most probable explanation for the large amounts
of ozone in the free troposphere, especially during the 23'd. Other ozone balloon soundings,
Brussels and Hohenpeißenberg, support this theory. The shape of the European wide ozone
soundings exclude also stratospheric ozone intrusion (Krüger (2000)).
At the lateral inflow boundaries of the coarsest REMO simulation constant climatological con-
ditions are assumed for the transported chemical species. For ozone a concentration of about
50 ppb" is assumed in the free troposphere, increasing up to 100 ppb, towards the tropopause.
Fig. 6'2 and Fig. 6.3 demonstrate that these concentrations stay more or less constant during the
simulation in the free troposphere. The analysis of the REMO simulation can be summarized in
two points:
o The near surface ozone concentrations are slightly underpredicted especially in the af-
ternoon hours. This underestimation may also be caused by an underestimation of the
biogenic emissions as analysed by the GESIMA simulation. This finding is supported by
a sensitivity study, carried out with the REMO model, were increased biogenic emissions
result in an overall increase in near surface ozone concentrations. Additionally it should be
noted that the REMO domains include some countries which deliver incomplete emission
factors so that uncertainty in European wide anthropogenic emission inventories increase.
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o Ozone is underestimated up to 50 ppb,, in the free troposphere. This problem can only be
solved with more frequent observations of the three dimensional structure of the chem-
ical state of the atmosphere. This information is not only important as lateral boundary
condition but also for model initialization.
The importance and the influence of the vertical ozone distribution in the GESIMA simulation
will be studied in the sensitivity experiment which is described in the following section.
6.2 Sensitivity Experiment
The comparison of ozone profiles. as observed by radio sondes and as simulated by the REMO
model, point out great discrepancies in the total amount and the vertical distribution of ozone.
The way in which GESIMA is influenced by this poor lateral boundary information is investi-
gated by a simple sensitivity experiment. Tuesday the 26th is chosen for the sensitivity study
for several reasons: (1) On this day an ozone radio sonde measurement is available. (2) REMO
strongly differs from the observations. (3) The GESIMA simulation delivers rather poor results
compared to aircraft measurements as discussed in section 5.5.2.
To simplify the interpretation of the sensitivity experiment a time constant amount of ozone is
added to the vertical ozone distributions of the REMO simulation. In the lowest three levels no
ozone is added. Between 180 and 500 m the ozone profile increases up to a concentration of
40 ppb". This concentration remains constant between 500 m and the model top layer during
the whole day. GESIMA was started on July 26 at O UTC with the meteorologi-al ànd chem-
ical restart flles of the previous discussed GESIMA standard simulation. Addiiionally to these
initial conditions the additional ozone profile was added to the three dimensional ozone concen-
trations. During the 24 hour simulation the increased ozone is added only at the lateral inflow
boundaries. All other transported trace gas species interpolated to the boundaries of GESIMA
remain unchanged compared to the standard experiment. The additional ozone amount of 40
ppb" roughly fills the ozone gap in the free troposphere (Fig. 6.3) but possibly overestimates the
lacking ozone in the planetary boundary layer. However, since no further information about the
vertical distribution of ozone and its daily cycle exists it is important to keep the structure of the
sensitivity experiment simple.
6.2.1 Results of the Sensitivity Experiment
The problem of reduced ozone in the simulated free troposphere was detected by a single radio
sonde in the GESIMA domain. Fig. 6.6 shows this measurement together with the REMO
profile, and the result of the GESIMA standard and the sensitivity experiment. The sensitivity
run shows that the additional ozone given to the lateral boundaries reaches Lindenberg in the free
troposphere between 2000 - 6000 m more or less undisturbed. In this altitude region the REMO
and GESIMA standard simulation differ only slightly. Ozone concentrations in this altitude
region depend mainly on the horizontal advection and in case of GESIMA on the lateral inflow
boundary concentrations. Above 6000 m GESIMA is influenced by the ozone concentrations
given at the top boundary due to subsidence processes. Compared to the standard experiment
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Figure 6.6: Vertical ozone profiles at station Lindenberg on July 26. The observations (black dashed
line) and the surface measurement (black diamond) are shown together with the REMO simulation (black
solid line), the GESIMA standard simulation (grey solid line) and the GESIMA sensitivity experiment(grey dashed line). The modelled concentrations are marked by circles. The concentrations are shown in
PPbu'
the ozone concentrations at the top boundary remain unchanged so that towards the model top
layer the results of the GESIMA standard and sensitivity run converge. Between the earth's
surface and 2000 m height the sensitivity run shows an ozone increase of about 20 ppb.,r, but
the vertical gradient is retained. The near surface measurement (Fig.6.6, black diamottá; .no*.
that the standard experiment reproduces the near surface concentration whereas the sensitivity
experiment leads to an overestimation.
The time dependent changes between the sensitivity and standard experiment close to the earth's
































Figure 6'7: Measured (black circles) and the standard (solid line) and sensitivity (dotted line) experiment
simulated near surface ozone concenhations at station Berlin-Mitte (left panei) and Neuglobsow (right
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Mitte differences between the ozone concentrations as simulated by the standard and sensitivity
run occur after 11 UTC. At that time convective vertical mixing leads to downward transport of
ozone. Ozone concentrations increase about 20 ppb.' in the sensitivity experiment. At station
Berlin-Mitte ozone is overpredicted in the sensitivity experiment during the second part of the
day. This result is representative for all urban stations, where ozone was already reproduced with
high accuracy by the standard experiment (section 5.2). Also at the rural station Neuglobsow
an ozone increase of about 20 ppb" is visible during the second part of the day. Here, the
ozoîe simulation of the sensitivity run better represents the measurements. However, it is most
likely that the near surface ozone concentrations in the rural environment are underpredicted
by the standard experiment due to the underesti-
mation of biogenic VOC emissions as discussed
in section 5.4.3. Therefore, the sensitivity run
shows better results but partly for the wrong rea-
SONS.
The influence on the surface concentrations is
presented in Fig. 6.8 where the differences be-
tween the surface ozone concentrations (sensi-
tivity - standard) are shown at 14 UTC. This
picture can be compared to Fig. 5.38 (right
panel) where the surface ozone concentrations
at 14 UTC as simulated by the standard exper-
iment are shown. The sensitivity run shows an
increase of surface ozone in the whole model
Figure 6.8: Difference in surface ozone concen- domain. The additional ozone originates at
trations (sensitivity - standard) at 14 UTC on July higher levels and is transported downward by
26. The concentrations are shown in ppb". vertical mixing. Fig. 5.38 shows a band of high
surface ozone concentrations. In this region,
where ozone has it's local maximum, ozone increases less in the sensitivity experiment, only
by about 15 ppb". The pollutant precursors, the NO* and VOC species, decrease by about 107o
in the sensitivity run. However, besides ozone, only H2O2, hydrogen peroxide, and some organic
peroxide species show a significant increase during day time. This leads to the assumption that
in the polluted air masses additional ozone increase the oxidizing capacity. Additional ozone
leads to enhanced photolytical production of OH-radicals which in turn increase the oxidation
of the ozone precursors. The strong increase of H2O2 indicates the enhancement of the catalytic
cycle. The HzOz level depends on whether the atmosphere is in a high or a low NO* regime.
Because of unchanged emissions and enhanced oxidation the catalytic cycle is intemrpted by the
unavailability of NO. More radicals are formed that can react with NO* and the excess radicals
are removed by radical - radical reactions that are a source for peroxide. For example:
HOz'*HOz' ---+ HzOz * Oz (6.1)
Therefore, the local ozone production is not enhanced in the sensitivity experiment.
The influence of the sensitivity experiment on the ozone concentrations above the surface layer
but still within the planetary boundary layer is demonstrated by the following two comparisons:
0. 5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35.




Figure 6.9: Measured (black circles) and the standard (solid line) and sensitivity (dotted line) experiment
simulated near surface ozone concentrations in ppb" at Turm Frohnau in324 maltitude.
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Figure 6.10: Ozone concentration in ppb" as measured by aircraft (black dashed line), and simulated by
the standard (grey solid line) and sensitivity experiments (grey dotted line), for the four flights on July 26.
Turm Frohnau provides measurements at324 m height above the surface (Fig. 6.9). The sensi-
tivity experiment shows roughly 40 ppb" more ozone compared to the standarà experiment. The
standard run captures the observed ozone concentrations already quite well and the sensitivity
overestimates ozone at324 m height. Again this supports the statement that the amount of urban
ozone is well simulated by the standard experiment in the lowest 300 m of the troposphere. Fig-
ure 6'10 presents the ozone concentrations in comparison with the aircraft *"u.ur"-"nts. The
aircraft measurements are taken mostly at 500 m height together with some vertical soundings
as described in section 5.5.2. Again the sensitivity results show equal variability in space and
















































82 6 INFLUENCE OF LARGE SCALE CONDITIONS
6.2.2 Discussion
The results of the sensitivity experiment can be summarized in the following points
o In the free troposphere, the ozone concentrations are strongly linked to the ozone concen-
trations provided at the lateral model boundaries and it's initial conditions.
o Also in the planetary boundary layer ozone increases linearly by the amount of ozone
which is added at the lateral inflow boundaries. This is demonstrated by the results at 500
and 300 m height.
¡ Close to the earth's surface, net ozone production is reduced due to changes in the oxidiz-
ing capacity of the polluted atmosphere.
The analysis of the FLUMOB episode shows, that even during a blocking high pressure sit-
uation, Germany and also Central Europe is influenced by longrange transported ozone. The
sensitivity experiment demonstrates the importance of precise three-dimensional information of
ozone at the lateral model boundaries. Model results in the free troposphere are strongly defined
by the initial and the boundary concentrations. Due to vertical mixing they also influence surface
concentrations. The validation of the model simulations, as discussed in the previous chapters,
clearly shows that ozone is systematically underpredicted in both models. The few ozone radio
sonde soundings observe increasing ozone concentrations in the entire troposphere during the
FLUMOB episode. This accumulation of ozone is not covered by the models. As longer living
trace species are well mixed in the troposphere the documented systematic underprediction of
surface ozone must also be partially due to the underrepresentation of ozone in the whole tropo-
sphere which in turn is strongly correlated to the model's chemical boundary conditions. In this
simulated episode even a European wide simulation, REMO 0.5o, is insufñcient to study a long
living species like ozone, because its origin is beyond the scope of the model domain.
More vertical ozone observations, three-dimensional analysis or global chemistry simulations
are necessary to overcome these discrepancies.
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7 The Aerosol Experiment
During the FLUMOB episode, radiation flux measurements show differences in solar irradiance
depending on whether the measurements are carried out in the upwind or in the downwind
direction of Berlin, An example of measured global irradiation in the upwind and downwind
direction of Berlin is presented in Fig. 7.I for Iuly 23, 1994. On this day, which has been
discussed in detail in section 5.4, the atmospheric conditions lead to higher air pollution in
the downwind than in the upwind direction of the city. Fig. 7.1 shows that the three stations,
Neuglobsow,Kyntz, and Premnitz,located in the downwind position of Berlin on that particular
day, measured up to 100 W/m2 less radiation flux compared to stations located in the upwind
position, Eisenhüttenstadt and Cottbus. During the FLUMOB episode global radiation decreased
day by day. Certainly, this is also caused by the increasing absolute humidity during this period,
but this effect may additionally be caused by accumulation of smog aerosol in the planetary
boundary layer. Especially, on the23'd with cloud-free weather conditions and the development
of a city plume downwind of Berlin, the observed irradiance reduction is potentially caused by
primary and secondary aerosols in the planetary boundary layer.
On hot days with smog in metropolitan areas the cloud-free sþ shows a milþ yellowish color,
the result of scattering of solar radiation by particles. Generally, aerosols influence the solar
radiation directly via scattering and absorption processes and indirectly by acting as cloud con-
densation nuclei. The indirect effect occurs only in the presence of clouds and therefore does not
influence the radiation conditions during this cloud-free summer smog event. The direct aerosol
effect can be observed visually ashaze in the atmosphere. The result of the process of scattering
of sunlight is an increase in the amount of light reflected by the planet and a decrease in the
amount of solar radiation reaching the ground. The magnitude of the direct forcing of aerosols
depends on the size and optical properties of the particles, their abundance, the relative humid-
ity, the solar zenith angle, and the albedo of the underlying surface. Urban aerosols are mixtures
of primary particulate emissions and secondary material formed by gas to particle conversion.













Figure 7.1: Comparison of measured global irradiation [Wm2] at different stations in the upwind (full
line) and downwind (dashed lines) direction of Berlin on July 23,1994.
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The following study was motivated by the radiation measurements in Berlin-Brandenburg. Many
studies have provided evidence for this effect, especially since the 1970s when air pollution
began to gain relevance (Oke,1976). Measurements in 1973 and 1987 showed that downward
UV inadiance within the planetary boundary layer in the California Basin were up to 50Zo less
than those above the boundary layer due to smog effects (Jacobsen,1999) within the planetary
boundary layer. Compared to smog free regions total solar irradiance was reduced by I4Vo.
Longterm observations in Mexico D.F. -the largest and most polluted urbanization in the world-
show up to 250 Wlm2 reduction in global radiation (Jáuregui and Luyando, lggg), more than
207o of the incoming solar energy.
7.1 The Radiation Model
GESIMA includes a rather complex line-byJine radiation transfer model (Schmetz and Raschke,
1979; Schmetz,1984; Beniston and Schmetz, 1985; Schmetz and Beniston, 1986; Rockel et al.,
1991). In the solar range it resolves 37 spectral bands and 51 bands in the terrestrial range. The
radiation module is described briefly in section 2.2. Aerosols influence the radiation scheme
only in the solar spectrum via the following parameters in Equ. 2.2: ú, the single scattering
albedo, 6, the vertical optical depth, and B,the fraction of backward scattering.
The single scattering albedo, õ, describes the fraction of energy removed from the incident wave
which reappears as scattered radiation. A perfectly absorbing aerosol has a single scattering
albedo equal to zero' A single scattering albedo equal to I describes a completãly scattering
aerosol. Fig.7 .2 (left panel) shows the dependence of õ' on wavelength as assumed for aerosols
in the GESIMA model. At all wavelengths below 2.5 p,m scattering dominates clearly over
absorption.
The asymmetry factor describes the preferred direction of the scattered radiation. The backward
scattering, B(À), is derived from the asymmetry factor. A positive asymmetry factor is assumed
in the GESIMA model (Fig.7 .2, middle panel). Therefore, aerosol particles scatterpreferentially
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Figure '7 .2: Wavelength dependent single scattering albedo (left panel), asymmetry factor (middle panel)
and aerosol optical depth (right panel) as assumed in the GESIMA radiation model. The conditions in the
upper (dashed dotted line), middle (solid line), and lower (dashed line) atmosphere are shown.
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in the forward direction.
The vertical optical depth describes the light extinction due to aerosols along a vertical path
through the atmosphere. Figure 7.2 (right panel) shows the wavelength dependence of aerosol
optical depth as assumed in the GESIMA radiation model. The optical depth decreases rapidly
as À increases. As a result aerosols influence radiation mainly in the solar region of the spectrum.
7.2 Modification of Opticat Properties
The above described optical properties of aerosols characteize typical continental background
aerosol conditions (d'Almeida et aI., l99I). To investigate the influence of smog aerosols on
meteorological parameters the radiative properties need to be changed to represent higher pol-
luted urban conditions. Because no ambient aerosol measurements have been carried out during
the FLUMOB experiment, values from literaturc (d'Almeida et aI. (1991), Kondratyev (1969),
Kaufmann and Fraser (1983), Radinov et al. (L999), O'Neitl et al. (1993), Jacovides et al.(1999), Horvath (1996), Matthias (2000b)) are used to characterize smog conditions. The lit-
erature study shows that the representations of the single scattering albedo and the asymmetry
factor can remain unchanged since the chemical composition and the size distribution of urban
aerosols still leads to a domination of the scattering properties. This assumption is not valid
unrestictely if high soot concentrations are included in the urban aerosol mix because soot also
influence the single scattering albedo. However, in contrast to the background conditions, ex-
tinction is enhanced in the polluted urban atmosphere. Aerosols in the polluted atmosphere are
charactenzed by higher values of the aerosol optical depth.
The values of aerosol optical depth and vertical distribution, which are based on literature data
to represent urban smog aerosols, are shown in Fig. 7.3. The vertical distribution shows that
the aerosols are mainly present in the planetary boundary layer. The optical thickness reaches
unity close to a wavelength of 0.5 pm and is therefore considerably higher compared to the
background aerosol condition (Fig.7 .Z).
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Figure 7 .3: Yertical distribution of the modified aerosol optical depth (left panel) and wavelength depen-
dence (right panel).
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7.3 Results of the Simulations
Three model runs, all simulating July 23, are carried out each including a different aerosol
characteristic: One experiment is car¡ied out where aerosols are neglected completel!, thus
none of the three aerosol characterizing parameters, õt,6, and B are included in the radiative
transfer module. This experiment is called 'no aerosol'. The second experiment, called 'stan-
dard aerosol', includes the standard and thus continental aerosol characteristics as presented
in Fig. 7.2' The third experiment, 'urban aerosol', includes the modified optical thickness as
discussed inFig. T .3.
1000 The comparison of the results of experi-
ment 'no aerosol' and 'standard aerosol'
shows only very weak differences. The
maximum surface solar radiation is re-
duced in the standard aerosol run only
by about 5 Wm2. In accord all further
influences are very weak.
Because of this extremely weak effect
the 'no aerosol' experiment is chosen as
basis case for the comparison with the
'urban aerosol' case. Fig. 7.4 shows that
urban aerosols decrease surface solar ra-
diation by 80 Wm2 during peak day-
light hours. This is a reduction of irra-
diance of around I0 Vo. The calculated









Figure 7.4: GESIMA results for solar irradiance for the
'no aerosol' (solid line) and the 'urban aerosol' (dashed




diation is comparable to the observed radiation reduction of 100 Wlm2 (Fig. 7.1). This decrease
in solar radiation influences the heat and radiation fluxes. Latent heat flux is most strongly in-
fluenced with a reduction of up to 40 W/m2 (30 Vo) at midday. The sensible heat flux decreases





The changes in radiation parameters lead to fur-
ther influences: During the day aerosols attenu-
ate direct solar radiation to the ground and cool
the surface by about 1 - 3 "C relative to the 'no
aerosol' case. Fig. 7.5 shows the change in sur-
face temperature as simulated at a city and a for-
est grid point. Due to differences in their surface
properties, e.g. albedo and heat capacity, the ur-
ban area shows stronger changes in surface tem-
perature. Aerosol induced changes of more than
-3 oC are simulated at the city grid point and a
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Figure 7.5: Time series of differences (,no
aerosol' - 'urban aerosol') in surface tempera-
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The influence on atmospheric temperatures is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.6. Atmospheric temperatures de-
crease in the planetary boundary layer by about
0.5 K close to the earth's surface and 0.1 K at
1 km height. A weak increase in temperature is
simulated at 6 - 7 km height induced by the in-
creased scattered radiation. Since higher layers
warm and the surface layer cools, stability of the
atmosphere increases and influences the inversion
height. Humidity is also affected by the change
in heat and temperature fluxes. Due to the pres-
ence of aerosol humidity increases in the lower



















Figure 7.6: Vertical temperature distribution
along 52.5.N latitude at 12 UTC. Differences The effects on the meteorological parameters are
between the experiments negleting and includ- small but not negligible. The results are compa-
ing aerosol ('no aerosol' - 'urban aerosol') are rable to other model studies. For example calcu-
shown in K. lations with an aerosol and radiation model (,/a-
cobsen et al., 1996: Jacobsen,1997a) applied in
the Los Angeles Basin (Jacobsen, I997b) showed that the presence of aerosol reduced the peak
daytime surface solar radiation by approximately 6.4 Vo (55 W/m-2). It increased nighttime
temperatures by about O.77 oC,decreased daytime temperatures by about 0.08 oC, and increased
overall temperatures (day plus night) by 0.43 oC compared to a 'no aerosol' case.
7.4 Discussion
The discussed model runs investigate the influence of urban aerosols on the meteorological pa-
rameters during cloud-free conditions. Aerosols have been crudely assumed by estimating an
optical depth for urban smog conditions. In comparison to the FLUMOB radiation measure-
ments and to other numerical investigations the model shows a plausible response. This model
study was rather simple and primarily a test of the radiative transfer model. Chemistry was not
considered in the simulations. The experiment should motivate further advanced aerosol studies
including more physical and chemical aerosol properties. Such simulations which should in-
clude gas-phase chemistry, aerosol, and meteorological processes are important for analyses of
the feedback and interaction processes in the changing atmosphere. 'On-line' models, such as
REMO and GESIMA, build up the basis for these kinds of future studies.
The relevance of investigating radiative effects together with gas-phase chemistry in the pol-
luted urban atmosphere has been demonstrated by Dickerson et al. (1997). He showed that
greater ffV flux in the boundary layer, due to an increase in scattered radiation, accelerates the
rate of production of secondary sulfate and organic aerosol particles. These represent positive
feedback mechanisms between particles and ozone. Enhanced scattered radiation increases pho-
tochemical activity and can potentially lead to increased ozone concentrations. On the other
hand photochemical activity can be reduced by lfV-absorbing aerosols such as mineral dust and
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soot. But also changed atmospheric stability and temperatures affect photochemical production.
Scattering aerosols tend to cool the boundary layer and stabilize the atmosphere with respect
to convection. Lower temperature leads to less smog, but greater stability leads to more smog.
A further very important point, beside heterogeneous chemical effects, is the ability of aerosol
particles to affect cloud microphysics and thus indirectly impact on atmospheric stability and
radiation.
However, these processes are not that important in Germany, where the UV radiation flux is
moderate and large air pollution episodes occur only infrequently. But in other parts of the
world these effects are of much greater importance. For example in the tropics where radiation
is very strong and aerosols are released from megacities or by biomass burning. Investigations
with interactive models in combination with LIDAR measurements, observing aerosol optical
properties and ozone concentrations (Matthias, 2000a; Immler, 1999), could be of great interest
for the analysis of feedback mechanisms between radiation and chemistry.
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I Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, a sufirmer smog episode, which was observed during the measurement campaign
FLUMOB in summer 1994 in the area of Berlin-Brandenburg, was analysed with a complex high
resolution atmosphere-chemistry model. In addition, the observed data sets of meteorological
parameters and concentrations of chemical species were used for a detailed evaluation of the
model results,
Within the framework of this thesis an atmospheric chemistry model was included in the non-
hydrostatic atmosphere model GESIMA. The gas-phase chemistry mechanism RADM II was
implemented for 'on-line' integrations together with the corresponding transport, deposition and
emission modules. Furthermore GESIMA was embedded in the regional atmosphere-chemistry
model REMO through a nesting technique of meteorological and chemical parameters. Thus,
a mesoscale atmosphere-chemistry model chain was developed. To analyse observations made
during the fleld experiment FLUMOB, the models were chosen to focus on the areas of Europe,
Germany and Berlin-Brandenburg with increasing spatial resolution. The simulations covering
Europe and Germany were carried out by the regional model. For the simulation covering the
area of the measurement campaign Berlin-Brandenburg, the GESIMA model was applied.
The aim of the FLTIMOB project was to measure the three-dimensional distribution of the con-
centrations of ozone and its precursors. The objective of the FLUMOB project was to increase
the understanding of the ozone formation processes in the urban polluted atmosphere of Berlin
and its rural environment and to create suitable emission control strategies for ozone reduction.
3.L Conclusions with Respect to the FLLIMOB Project
1) The two phases of FLUMOB
The FLUMOB period can be divided in two phases. They were induced by the meteorologi-
cal conditions which lead to advection of relatively clean air masses from north easterly direc-
tions during the first days (first phase of FLUMOB) and to transport of polluted air masses to
Brandenburg coming from south eastern directions during the following days (second phase of
FLUMOB). During phase one, the air pollutants in Berlin-Brandenburg were mainly formed by
local emitted precursors. Enhanced pollutant concentrations were found in the downwind direc-
tion of the strongest emission sources. During phase two, an increase of ozone and further air
pollutants were observed in the entire domain. Additionally to local production, aged polluted
air masses were transported to Brandenburg, originating from South Germany. Furthermore, the
investigated domain was influenced by increased ozone concentrations in the free troposphere
which, due to vertical mixing, also influenced the surface concentrations.
2) Dominance of biogenic hydrocarbons
The composition of hydrocarbons in Berlin-Brandenburg during the FLUMOB episode was
made up by about 70-8O%o of biogenically emitted hydrocarbons, i.e. monoterpene and isoprene,
and by about 20-30Vo of antfuopogenically emitted hydrocarbons. Thus, natural emissions re-
leased by trees in the widely forested areas of Brandenburg dominate over anthropogenic emis-
sions. This is of special importance for the process of ozone formation in the investigated area
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because ozone production during FLUMOB was hydrocarbon limited so that their availability
define the potential for ozone production and the peak concentrations.
This result is of fundamental importance for the FLUMOB project because the dominant role of
biogenic hydrocarbons was completely underestimated. Measurements of hydrocarbons emitted
by vegetation are complicated, because trees emit different types of hydrocarbons and the emis-
sion rates are very sensitive to temperature and inadiation. Especially monterpene emissions
are known to increase exponentially at high temperature. These emissions are the major source
of natural emissions in Berlin-Brandenburg because of the dominance of coniferous forests. To
make an accurate estimate of the flux of various compounds from a given region requires a
detailed knowledge of vegetation species composition and the emission characteristics. With
respect to the objectives of FLUMOB, i.e. the study of ozone reduction strategies, the important
role of the hydrocarbons has to be taken into account. This would possibly lead to the require-
ment of considerably stronger NO* emission reduction strategies (Roselle and Schere, 1995;
Chameides et al., 1992) to reduce the occurrence of ozone episodes in this region.
As this conclusion was not drawn by previous studies of the FLUMOB project, the subsequent
ozone measurement campaign in Berlin-Brandenburg, BERLIOZ (Becker,2000; Andersson and
Steinhagen,2000), carried out in summer 1998, did not focus on biogenic hydrocarbons. How-
ever, the measurements made during BERLIOZ confirm the conclusions of this thesis concerning
the composition of hydrocarbons in the Berlin-Brandenburg area during summer (Becker,20O0;
Winkler et a1.,2000).
3) Increased ozone concentrations in the free troposphere
In spite of the stagnant high pressure weather conditions during FLUMOB, Brandenburg was
influenced by long range transported ozone concentrations. Unusually high ozone concentra-
tions were measured by the few ozone balloon soundings. In contrast to previous analysis, this
investigation showed that the high ozone concentrations in the free troposphere must originate
from outside of Europe. Due to vertical mixing process these high concentrations influenced
the near surface concentrations during the second phase of FLUMOB. The influence of upper
level ozone on near surface concentrations was also monitored during the BERLIOZ experi-
ment. In contrast to the FLUMOB situation, the BERLIOZ case was even more influenced by
transport processes. Therefore, observations of long lived trace gases, e.g. ozone, must include
three-dimensional measurements especially when the processes of local ozone formation and
distribution are investigated.
8.2 Conclusions Regarding the Model System
1) Validation of the GESIMA model
The FLUMOB case was characterized by homogeneous meteorological conditions and a com-
plex chemical situation, a suûrmer smog event. As a result the meteorological conditions were
mostly driven by the large scale weather conditions. The meteorological validation shows high
correlation between simulations and observations and provides therefore very satisfying results,
although the FLUMOB case was not very demanding for the evaluation of the meteorological
model performance. Nevertheless, it simplifies the analysis of the chemical simulation. The
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validation of the chemical trace gas distributions exposes the high quality of the simulated urban
ozone and nitrogen species. Primarily, this is an indication of the high quality of the anthro-
pogenic emission data set. This is an important result because anthropogenic emission invento-
ries are often assumed to introduce the largest source of uncertainty in chemical modelling. In
general, the model validation detected a systematic underprediction of ozone. This underestima-
tion was especially remarkable in the rural environment and in the free troposphere. The ozone
underprediction inside the planetary boundary layer is mainly caused by two reasons: underes-
timation of local ozone production and of advected concentrations. The underpredicted ozone
production is caused by underestimation of biogenic hydrocarbons by the models internal emis-
sion module. This emission module could not be validated because of lacking measurements.
The underpredicted ozone transport into the model domain has to be attributed to the regional
model. As the models GESIMA and REMO include several similar modules to calculate atmo-
spheric gas-phase chemistry the analysed underprediction of biogenic emissions also happens in
the regional model, so that deflciencies in the biogenic emission model are jointly responsible
for a systematic underpredition of ozone. Certainly, a second reason for the underpredition of
ozone in the lower atmosphere is the dramatically lack of ozone in the free troposphere because
of vertical mixing causes also near surface concentrations to be influenced by the ozone concen-
trations above the planetary boundary layer.
However, the validation demonstrates the ability of the model system to reproduce realistic con-
centrations levels. Beside the discussed deficiencies in the emission module, which should be
improved, the model system shows very satisfying results, so that further forecast, hindcast or
scenario studies can be carried out.
2) Sensitivity to lateral boundary conditions
Ozone was dramatically underestimated by the model system in the free troposphere. The sen-
sitivity study figured out that above the planetary boundary layer the amount of simulated ozone
in GESIMA is completely dependent on the concentrations given to its lateral boundaries. Cer-
tainly, this result was expected and the lacking ozone in the free troposphere of GESIMA must
be addressed to deficiencies in the regional model. The analysis of backward trajectories led
to the assumption that the unusually high concentrations of upper tropospheric ozone originate
from outside of Europe. Even the European wide simulation was not able to rebuild this situ-
ation because climatological conditions were assumed for the concentrations of the transported
species at the lateral boundaries. Therefore global information about the three dimensional dis-
tribution of longer living chemical trace gases are necessary for regional modelling (Langmann
and Bauer,2000).
As the FLUMOB episode was characterized by the stagnant weather conditions this is an impor-
tant result. The FLUMOB case should be investigated again with global chemical information
at the boundaries of the mesoscale model system to study the combination of large local ozone
production due to the summer smog event and the advection of long range transported ozone
concentration.
3) Radiation reduction due to summer haze
The measured reduction of irradiance during the FLUMOB project could be explained by scat-
tering of solar radiation by smog aerosols (direct aerosol effect). Thus, the influence of the
chemical composition on the radiative budget was demonstrated. This experiment presented a
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possible link between chemistry and meteorology, and should motivate further studies with the
'on-line' model system concentrating on chemical-physical feedback mechanisms.
8.3 Outlook
To increase the understanding of atmospheric chemistry in the investigated region a next step
would be to further analyse the role of biogenic hydrocarbons in the urban polluted atmosphere.
All conclusions were drawn on the basis of a theoretical study and could only be verified by
ambient measurements focusing on natural emissions associated with high atmospheric tem-
peratures and strong solar radiation. These measurements are also necessary to improve the
knowledge about biogenic emissions and their inclusion into inventories. In respect to these
aspects new emission control studies should be tested.
Furthermore, the embedding of the mesoscale model chain into a global model framework is
planned. Comparisons of measured and modelled vertical proflles of chemical concentrations
and meteorological parameters will be very useful to analyse the interplay between long lived
transported species and the fast reacting compound which are most active in the boundary layer.
Conversely, high resolving simulations are needed to analyse the impact of chemically active re-
gions, e.g. megacities, industrial complexes, biomass burning, on the global budget of chemical
compounds. Such investigations, for example, are important to assess possible changes in the
oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere.
With respect to the GESIMA model, further validation is needed to test the model under different
weather and chemical conditions and in different geographical areas. Especially the meteoro-
logical parameters should be validated for more complex weather conditions including cloud
processes. Very interesting studies could be carried out in the area of Mexico D.F. where sig-
nificant air pollution, complex topography (Mexico D.F. is embedded in a chain of mountains)
and tropical meteorology interact. GESIMA includes very detailed physical parameterization
schemes. Therefore, the model is particularly suitable to also include heterogeneous chemistry
and thus couple the chemistry with cloud and radiation processes. Process studies could be per-
formed to investigate, for example, the anthropogenic influence on cloud formation or feedback
mechanisms between gas-phase and aerosol chemistry, radiation and photolysis rates. GESIMA
is therefore not restricted to air pollution studies in urban environments, but could address sev-
eral important other issues.
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A Chemical Species
Chemical species list of the RADM II mechanism.





































































C3 to C5 Alkanes


















































































Organic short lived intermediates
Methyl peroxy radical
Peroxy radical from ETH
Peroxy radical from HC3
Peroxy radical from HC5
Peroxy radical from HC8
Peroxy radical from OL2
Peroxy radical from OLI
Peroxy radical from OLI
Peroxy radical from TOL
Peroxy radical from XYL
Acetyl peroxy radical










































































0.13 HCHO + 1.87 CO
0.45 HCHO + 1.55 CO + 0.8 HO2
ACO3+HO2+CO
0.98 HO2 + 0.02 ACO3 + TCO3















































































































































































































0.83 HC3P + O.l7 IIO2 + 0.09 HCHO






0.75 TOLP+ 0.25 CSL +0.25HO2
0.83 + XYLP + 0.17 CSL + 0.17 HO2







0.5 MO2 + 0.5 HCHO + 0.5 OH










0.75 ALD + 0.25 KET + 0.09 HCHO
+ 0.36 ONIT + 0.96 NO2 + 0.96HO2
0.38 + ALD + 0.96 KET + 0.08 ONIT
+ 0.92 NO2 + O.92HO2
0.35 ALD + 1.06KET + 0.04HCHO
+ 0.24 ONIT + 0.76 NO2 + O.76HO2
1.6 HCHO +HO2 + NO2 + 0.2 ALD
ALD + HCHO +HO2 + NO2
HO2 + 1.45 ALD + 0.28 HCHO + 0.1 KET + NO2
MO2 + NO2
NO2 + O.9ZHOZ + 0.89 GLY + 0.ll MGLY
+ 0.05 ACO3 + 0.95 CO +2XO2
NO2 + HO2+ 0.17 MGLY + 0.16 GLY + 0.7 DCB































































































































































































HCHO +O.42CO +0.4OR41 +O.|2HO2
0.53 HCHO + 0.5 ALD + 0.33 CO + 0.2 ORA1
+ 0.2 ORA2 + O.23HO2 + 0.22 MO2 + 0.1 OH
+ 0.06 CH4
0.18 HCHO + 0.72 ALD + 0.1 KET + 0.23 CO
+ 0.06 ORA1 + 0.29 ORA2 + 0.09 CH4
+ O.26HO2 + 0.31 MO2 + 0.14 OH
0.53 HCHO + 0.5 ALD + 0.33 CO + 0.2 ORA1
















0.75 HCHO +HO2 + 0.75 ALD
0.84HCHO +HO20.77 AJ-D +0.26KET
0.77 HCHO +HO2 + 0.41 ALD + 0.75 KET
0.8 HCHO +HO2 + 0.46 ALD + 1.39 KET
1.55 HCHO +}lO2 + 0.35 ALD
1.25 HCHO +HO2 + 0.75 ALD
0.89 HCHO + HO2 + 0.73 ALD + 0.55 KET
0.75 HCHO +HOZ + 0.75 MGLY
HCHO + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 MO2 + 0.5 ORA2
HCHO + 2HO2 + 0.17 MGLY + 0.16 GLY + 0.7 DCB
HCHO +2HO2 + 0.45 MGLY + 0.8 DCB
0.5 HCHO + 0.5 ORA2 + 0.445 GLY + 0.55 MGLY
+ 0.025 ACO3 + 0.475 CO + O.46HO2 + XO2





































































0.77 N,D + 0.26 KET + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 ORA2
+ 0.5 MO2
0.41 ALD + 0.75 KET + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 ORA2
+ 0.5 MO2
0.46 ALD + 1.39 KET + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 ORA2
+ 0.5 MO2
0.8 HCHO + 0.6 ALD + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 ORA2
+ 0.5 MO2
ALD + 0.5 HCHO + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 ORA2 + 0.5 MO2
0.725 N,D + 0.55 KET + 0.14 HCHO + 0.5 HO2
+ 0.5 MO2 + 0.5 ORA2
MGLY + 0.5 HO2 + 0.5 ORA2 + 0.5 MO2
2MOz
0.17 MGLY + 0.16 GLY
MO2 + 0.45 MGLY + 0.806DCB + HO2
MO2 + 0.92HO2 + 0.89 GLY + 0.11MGLY










1.75 HCHO + 0.5 HO2 + ALD +NO2










































C Statistical Methods for Time Series Analysis
Statistical parameters, based on recommendations by Willmott (1981, 1982) and Willmott et al. (1985)
which in tum are based on Fox (1981), are used here to evaluate the meteorological and chemical simula-
tion of near surface variables. This method is chosen because it is developed especially for the comparison
of l-dimensional variables and therefore suitable for the comparison of the simulated data with observed
time series. The following quantitative measures will be introduced in the order of their appearance in
the statistical tables in chapter 4 and 5:
(1) n, denotes the number of measurements or model data included in the analysis.
Q - Ðõ and M show the observed and modelled means, respectively:
õ: (o¿) (c.1)
The angle brackets denote the time averaging operators.




(6) b stands for the slope of the least-squares linear regression between the simulated and observed values
(c.3)
(7) and ¿ for the according intercept:
a: O 
-bxM (c.4)




After Willmol/ (1981) the mean-square enor, 82, catbe broken down into two components.Es and E¡¡
with:
E' : ((M¡ 
- 
o¿)') + ((M¿ 
- 
Mn)') = E2s * E2u (c.6)
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(9 - 10) The two terms 82, and E!, are the systematic and unsystematic components of the mean-square
error respectively. The systematic error component is made up entirely of errors due to additive and
proportional systematic errors, as follows:
ET : o' + (b 
- 
r)'(o?) .t 2a(b 
- 
i)(or) (c.8)
When the least-square linear regression has zero intercept, a, and a slope, b of unity, the systematic
mean-etror vantshes Hedley and Singleton (1997). The unsystematic mean-square error contains all other
types of errors due to any nonlinear relationship between M and O. Willmott (1981, 1982) argumented
that removing systematic errors from a model prediction should involve only minor modifications to the
model parameterizations, while unsystematic errors could be interpreted as the precision of the model, or
alternatively, as the potential accuracy of the model after the removal of systematic errors.(II) 12 a linear correlation coefficient of two vectors calculated with:
(c.e)
(c.10)
(12) The index-of-agreement, d, which is calculated as
E2d,:I* (Wl+lcitln' 0 d 1
where the primed quantities are the departures from the mean observed value (Oi : O¿ 
-Ô). nvalue of
d : l- indicates perfect agreement, and d :0 indicates absolutely no agreement. This index specifies the
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